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E
ASTERN EUROPE, AS WE IIAVE KNOWN IT
for the past four decades, is about to disappear
frcm the politicd map. The Council fior Mutual
Economic Aid (Comecon) and the Warsaw Pact
may forurally stifl be in existence, but - as their
recent summits have shown .rre neither
dominated by the Soviet Union any longer nor
capable of collective action. It is only a matter of
time until they .ue officially wound up, or
reduced to even more ineffectual rumps by the
withdrawal of several member states. Things
have gone beyond recall when a Warsaw Pact
meeting finds itself hotly debating whether or
not a united Gerrrany should be a member of
NAIO!

Moscoq preoccupied with its internal
problerrui, appears to be reconciled to losing
control over Eastern Europe. The tables have
weII and tnrly hrrned: it is the secret policemen
now who are on the run, and the corununists
(what's left of them) who are complaining about
unfair electioru.

It could be assumed that these radical
changes have made a journal such as ours
redundant. After aII, some of the people who we
defended for so long against Stdinist repression
are nortr in government, while others nottl
engage in legal opposition activity. Isn't it time
we turned onr attention and energies towards
other parts of the world?

Far from it. In ta&,, a iournal like Labour
hcus on Eastern Ewope is even more vital now
than it ever has been.'While our commitment to
the defence of democtatic liberties and human
rights has alwap been second to none the
record of this iournal since 7977 spealcs for itself

we have never approached Eastern Europe
frcm a purely democratic point of viou, Iet alone
one which considered that ever5rthiog would be
fine once these countries had become more like
the Wesh this has alwaln been a socialist
journal, non-sectarian but clearly and
unambiguously committed to a future beyond
not only the bureaucratic nightmare of
Stalinism, but also the orploitative evil ot
capitalism.

From that point of view, the battle over the
future of Eastern Errope has only iust begun in
earnest nortr that the long era of enforced
political stagnation is over. Furthermore,
precisely because the shaightiackets of the
Soviet-dominated Comecon and Warsaw Treaty
.rre now being shed, the issue is no longer one
of the future of Eastern Europe alone, but of the
fate of our entire continent includin& of
course, the Soviet Union.

For now, the Right appears to be on the
offensive, poised to swallow East Germany and
colonise the rest of Eastern Errrope, but the
resistance against the threat of new enslavement,
impoverishment and cploitation wiII surely

gFow. This gives Labour Focus on Eastqn Ewope
a new role: not'that we can fight the battles
against the capitalist encrcachment in our pages,
but it needs to be given publicity, analysed and
interpreted in order to enable the Western labour
movements to understand and solidarise witfi
that resistance.

Solidarity alone, howore4, is not sufficient.
To counter the offensive of the Right, the Left
needs to develop its orryn vision of a new Europe
beyond brrreaucratic oppression and bourgeois
exploitation. That can only be the result of much
more collaboration, much more intensive
dialogue and debate than has hitherto been
possible between the democratic Lefts of the
West and the East. The main task of this iournal
in the ye;us ahead will therefore be to promote
such dialogue, to open its pages to all who are
genuinely interested in it, and to provoke debate
beyond the old divisions with our orrrn editorial
initiatives.

This issue makes a start with its emphasis on
documents and articles raising fundamental
progfammatic issues. Peter Grimm, an activist in
the East German Peace and Human Rights
Initiative long before last auhrmnls revolution,
and one of the founding members of the Social
Democratic Party, draws a critical balance-sheet
of the cormsive influence which subordination
to the Western SPD has for a party that set out to
create a nery democratic- socialist order in the
GDR. A representative of a different generation,
Wolftang Harich, who was arrested and
imprisoned after leading a communist
opposition agairut LJlbricht in 1956, and who is
now an activist in the East German Green Party,
.ugues that Geruran reunification should be
welcomed by the Left and issues a stirring caII
for a red-green alliance for a nerr Germany.

Oliver Macdonald elcposes the coercive
nature of the oaido given by Western
governments and institutions to Eastern Europe.
Frcm the Soviet Union and hland, w€ publish
important documer*s of the democratic and
socialist oppositions.

Readers will note that Czechoslovakia,
Romania and Hungary, despite the dramatic
changes there since the appeiuance of the last
issue, are not covered at aII. There simply was
not enough space to do them justice this time,
but you can rest assured that this gap will be
more than filled in the next issue which wiII put
the spotlight on these three countries. Provide{
that is, that no other uqgent priorities arise
during the coming four months which again
upset our editorial planning - four months .rre a
Iong time in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe these da)ns.

Giinter Minn*up

Editorial
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The results of the East German elections marked {t defeat for the Left which was
clear fo, German ra,mification

AS
crushing AS it was unncpected The road nou) appears on
Chancellor Kohl ,S

terms, starting with an mrly rconomic and monetary union. Giinter
Minnerup analyses the ransons fo, the sweeptng aictory tf the Allianz ftir Deutschland.

KohI hirack$
East German
revolution

by criarrER MTNNER lrp

T FIE vIcToRY oF the right-wing "Alliance for
Germaly' was, first and foremost, a victory for the
Deutsche Mark. Votes for the Christian D6rnocrats

created the worst desolatiory the Right won the
crucial advantage. This is the most bitter lesson of
the March elections: it was the working class in the
historical left strongholds of Saxony and Thuringia
that ryjegted *y further "socialist elperimenls"
most decisively.

GOU), Democratic Awakening (DA) and the
German social union (Dsu) were votes for quick
economic and monetary union, the pnrspeit of
instant access to West German wages and consumer
goods. The conservatives won the election when
Chancellor KohI promised to exchange all East
German savings at a rate of L:L. dn this, all

Social democracy
Against all expectations, it wis the SPD rather than
the PDS (Party of Democratic Socialisffi, the
successor to the communist state party SED) which
suffered most frcm the backlash. 

-rrri-s is where its
conunentators are nshtly agreed. But behind this
easy interpretation of the obvious hides a rather
mor€.complex reality which may yet spring political
surprises on the rroad to German reunfication.

Was it also a victory for capitalism? AU over
Eastern Europe, the collapse 

- of the statinist
command economy has spawned enthusiasm for
the market and for privae enterprise. If that is so in
Hungary, Poland and Bulgaria, then how could it be
different in East Germany, closely confronted with
the most vigorous and prosperbus capitalism in
Europe and sharing a common language, culture
and national identity with it? Yet odt a few weeks
ago, the received wisdom was that the GDR was
indeed different, that the bouqgeois right had no
chance of electoral success, that social-democracy
provided the only conceivable alternative anit
successor to the discredited conununists. These
views were based on the historical traditions of 'red
Prussia", the spirit and slogans of last octobey's
democratic revolution, recent opinion polls
forecasting- an absolute SPD majority, and perhaps
also at least on the left that East Germans
would be more resistant to the siren calls of
gapi$lism precisely because they were more
familiar with the darker side of the market.

Much of that was true, of course, Emd given the
immense pressures from the West even the eventual
result confirms it to some extent: after all, the
combined forces of the anti-Anschluss I-eft the
SPD PDS and B{indnis 90 - polle d 40o/o, and more
than that in most regions of the GDR except the far
South. There, where about two thirds of the GDIts
industrial production originates, but where
industrial and envircnmental neglect has also

oqganisational and political weaknesses were
exPose d: much was made, after the event, of the
massive financial aid grven by the Western CDU and

Crancellor Kohl (who spoke to
of 1.6 million voErs at six

CSU the rallies \^rith
a staggering
meetings), the

total
Right's smear tactics (,PDSPDSED",

as one sticker put it). But the West German SPD
also threw a lot into the campaigr,, and had the
asset of the vastly popular Willy Brandt who also
addressed many rallies. The Social Democrats,
howeve$ had no really experienced organisers on
the ground wheneas the Right could build on the
existing apparatus of the East German CDU (a
member of the ruling National Front for 40 years)
with members and offices in each locality, plus its
estabtshed network in the Protestant church. Above
all, howevery the Right held the political trumps
with its promise of an easy panacea in reunificatioh.
The CDU made sure that the electorate realised
who was holding the purse strings, and that no
socialist government would receive any financial aid
frcm the West. That, after aU, had been the
intended message of the humiliating treatnent
handed out to Modrcw on his visit to Bonn.

The SPD was thus caught between the monetary
union and reunification offensive of the Right on
the one hand, and the increasirgly strident
warnings against the social costs of capihlist
restoration waged by the PDS on the other. The
SPD was for both reunification and social
guaranEes when most voters saw the election
precisely as a choice between the two. Another
important factor in the defeat of the SPD was
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propping up the Stalinist regimes.- 
As to sotial security, the precise means by which

the SPD intended to defend the East German
masses against the capitalist steamroller from the
West remained shrouded in mystery. Again, the
CDU could easily trump the social democrats by
simply pnrnnising a l":L exchange rate between the
two currencies and the application of West German
social welfare legislation. Either that would be
sufficient guarantee against the worst excesses of
capihlisffi, in which case the SPD's neservations
were groundless, or more fundamental measures
were necessary which the SPD fearful of close
identification with "socialism', declined to
elaborate. Thus tlte PDS became the Party identified
with the defence of the interests of the "socially
weak".

Slick PDS campaisn
This is somewhat ironic be^causi-the social base of
the PDS
officers,

upward social mobility
afforded to the
politically loyal under
the old regime. The
old SED had long
ceased to be a party of
the industnial working
class in any
meaningful sense. Yet
faced with the

b.6

-C

undoubtedly the fact that the West German party
leaders had shown considerable hesitation before
unambiguously embracing the aim of German r€-
unification. The Right had liule difficulty in fir'tdit g
necent quotes from prominent SPSD politicians
proclaiming German unity as unrealistic, even
dangerous and undesirable. The well- publicised
joint declaration between the SPD and SED two
years d1o, the apparent$ cordial relationship
between key figures such as Oskar Lafontaine (the
new SPD candidate for the chancellorship) and the
Honecker reBime, and fitully Lafontaine's recent
regional election campaign denouncing the costs of
the open frontieq, had all fatally weakened the
credibility of the SPD in the "instant reunification"
stakes. In this sense, the defeat was also the political
price which the Bonn SPD paid for a detente Policy
which had all too often looked like a Policy of

d,{dne-

shameless brutality of
Kohl's campaign and with the weakness and
indecision of the SPD's l€sPonse, other groups
began to drift towards an increasitgly confident
PDS. A slick campaign aruund the charismatic
Gregor Gysi (riding motorbikes to the tune of "Born
to be wild" in TV tpott, and taking well-publicised
parachuting lessoni) at d the widely poputar and
trusted Hans Modrcw appealed to both disaffected,
anti- establish young voters and to all those
worried about job+ pensions, rents, prices, drugs
and crime.

The biggest losers of this election, although not
unexpectedly, were the small political formations
originating from the opposition to Honecker. The
Biindnis 90, an alliance between the New Forum,
Democftry Now and the Peace and Human Rights
Initiativ€, was maaginalised everywhere except in
East Berlin where it obtained a respectable vote of
6.50/o. The Greens, aligned with the Independent
Women's League, and the United l-eft fared even
worse. While widely respected for their role under
the old regime, they failed to offer any clear

LABOUR FOCUS ON EASTERN EUROPE 5
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perspectives on the two central issues concerning
the masses: national unity and economic r€covery.

Dilemma of the Left
Yet it must be conceded that the Gerrn.ul Left found
itself in a difficult position over the national
question after the democratic revolution in the
GDR. To defend the separab existence of the GDR
as a democratic and socialist alternative to West
German i*perialism and Christian Democratic
reaction meant more than swimming against the
stream: it required a Canute-like confrontation
with the national tide sweeping East Germany. Yet,
on the other hand, reunification would inevitably
mean the inco{poration of the GDR into a capitalist
greater Germany. This dilemma has been haunting
the Gennan I-eft ever since the artificial division of
Germany at the outbreak of the Cold War: whatever
chance of gring the "first German workers' and
peasants' state" true legitimary and thus political
and economic viability there ever may have been, it

was lost well before the collapse of the Stalinist
regime last auttunn. just briefly, immediately after
the fall of Honecker and the opening of the Berlin
Wall, the popular mood seemed to suggest that
such a development was a possibility provided a
credible democratic and socialist leadership would
emeqge. Such leadership did not emerye because
the SEDIPDS atEmpted for too long b hold on to
its bureaucratic power (the wasted time under
Krenz, the manipulation of the Rotmd Thble,
Modrcvr/s ill-fated atbmpts to neoqganise the
Stasi), because the SPD got taken over by its
Western big brothel and because the independent
I€ft was too small and ill- oqganised.
Under the circumstances, the only tenable position
was to resist the capitalist take-over lry seeking to
retain as much sovereignty for the GDR as possible
within some kind of confedemtive all-Gennan
context. Despite appearances, this battle need not
yet be entirely lost, as any arrangement which
formally unites the two German states will still

Election results for the SPD, PDS
and Biindnis 90 (New Fonrm etc)

in percentages of the vote
(rounded up or down)

SPD PDS B9O

Berlin 35
Cottbus 19

Dresden 10

Erfurt 19

Frankfurt 32
Gera 16

Halle 2l
KarI-Mas-St. 16
Leipzig 2l
Magdebu{g 27
Neubrandenbg 2l
Potsd.rm 34
Rostock 25
Schwerin 25
Suhl 16

30
18

15

10

22
13

t4
11
t4
14
26
t7
23
18

13

6
3
4
2
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
4
3
3
2

I

\
/ 7{,

THE ELECTORAL
DISTRICTS

OFTHE GDR
rfl \\Hobtock
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Schwerin

Frank
furUO.

P0tsdarn

Cottbus
Halle

Leipzig

Erfurt Dresden

Gera Karl-M?IX'
Stadt
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involve a considerable period of transition during
which many very complex issues need to be
resolved, giving many opportunities for anti-
capitalist and anti-NATO mobilisations. The worst
the Left could do now would be to fatalistically bow
to the seemingly inevitable.

Bonn's agenda
Bonn's most imfiediate concem now is the creation
of an East German government capable of quickly
pushing through the measures needed b meet
Kohl's timetable for reuffication, yet also weak
enough not to offer any challenges to Bonn's all-
German hegemony. One of the parting shots of the
Round Table, fior example, had been to adopt a
'Social Charter' demanding guarantees of certain
basic social rights - the right to work, decent
housing etc - which would imply significant
amendments to the West German constituhon or
even, as the SPD and PDS demand, the redrafting
of an entirely new constitution for a united
Germany. There ara also difficult intemational
negotiations to be faced in which [Gh] does not
want an East German government taking a different
line on NAxtO membership disarmament, the
Treaty of Rome. Hence the massive prcssure on the
SPD to enter a Grand Coalition: this is not so much
a question of constitutionally rrquired two thirds
majorities but of preventing the Social Democrats
ftom taking an independent political line foom the
opposition benches. Fmm this point of view, the
allegations of Stasi connections against key East
German politicians of all parties are also rather
useful to Bonry insofar as they undermine the
credibility of the new East German leaders and
hence their ability to adop an independent stance
in the negotiations.

The rest of 79X) will be dominaed by the Wbst
German Bundestag elections scheduled for
Dectmber and by the most immediate sEp bwarrds
reunification: the currency union expected to come
into effect sometime this summeq, probably in |uly.
Both are closely linked, in that quick progress
bwards full currengr union has become the
buchstone of l(ohl's straEgy, yet it also presents the
most awkward problems on the domestic, West
German political front. Above aI, there are the
huge poEntial costs of economic union: to exchange
only 2000 marks per head at 1:1 immediaely win
cost Bonn over 30 billion DM, while the total privaE
savings of GDR citizens are estimaEd at something
like 150 billion ({:280DM, US$:1.roDU. Further
hundreds of billions will be requtued for social
security, pensions, settling the debts of the state
enErprises, conering the huge budget deficit and
foreign debts and so on.

Polarisation?
Eraen on the most optimistic glowth assumptions,
this is a burden which cannot be carried without tax
increases and cutbacks in the West. Aleady
enthusiasm for quick reunification is waning in the
kderal Republic, and SPD leader Oskar Lafontaine
is determined to fight the election campaign by
orposing the social and economic costs of Ifuhl's
policies. The Bonn govemment can therefore be
expecEd both to slow down the unification proc€ss
until the December election is safely out of the way,
and to attempt to impose the harshest possible
economic and social conditions for unity on the
GDR.

As fur as the pnrmised economic miracle in the

GDR after monetary union is concerned, the signs
are that while there is no shortage of corporate
buyers for cheap state industries and prcperties,
East Germany will not prove a popular location for
real invesbnent in new production facilities: the
infrastructure is too underdeveloped by Western
standards, and the workers demand the sarne high
wages as those in the ftderal Republic. Much of the
present activity of West German capital is
predatory: eliminating potential competition,
securing a new market, strengthening existing
dominations before the West German monopolies
and meqgers commission (the Kartellamt, which still
regards the GDR as a foreign country) can step in.
The only real boom will not be industrial, but in the
service sector and in public expenditure driven
markets such as housing, ene{gy and anti-
pollution measul€s.

The very high expectations aroused by the
Right's demagogic election campaign are therefore
likely to be disappointed fairly soon. Inflation in the
West and mass unemployment in the East,
especially 

. 
if couplqd. with y"prydictable political

crises arising out of international complications in
the reunification prc)cess, would create the
conditions for rapidly deepening political
polarisation with as yet unforeseeable
consequences. The last year has shown what a
hazardous business prediction has become in
European, and especially Germary politics. A yetr
ftom now Kohl's triumph in the 18 March elections
may turn out to have been a Pyrrhic victory.

PDS campaign stickcr: a
respectable result for the
former SED, but there is
still plenty to worry
about...

N
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The
party Hne
to power?

o

East Germarry's SPD embraces
Western-st5rle social democraqy with a
vengeance

by PETER GR IMM

w I-IEN THIS PARTY WAS BORN, things were still
different. There was alk of a separate identity, of
avoiding dependence on the West German SPD
that this was to be expressed through a different
abbreviation (SDP) and through the ipplication for
separate membership of the Socialist International
which was sent off on the day of its foundation.

Even the first, cautious visitors from the Western
SPD were then still told by the founding members
of the GDI{s social democrary that, while contacts
and solidarity was welcome, no special relationship
with the SPD was desired and that it was to be
teated like any other social- democratic or socialist
party.

In those day+ in October and early November, a
comrnitrnent to the ideals of democratic socialism
and a concept of new, truly democratic structures
which would not simply copy Western models, as
well as to the defence and extension of social rights
in the transformation of the economy to a social
market economy, was taken for granted.

All that seems so far away now looking at the
last few weeks of the party which nory too, calls
itself SPD in the still-exisfir'rg GDR. The delegate
conference in mid-|anuary finally made clear that
the party wishes to be no more than a branch of the
Western SPD except that virtually no left wing
remains in the SPD East.

The SPD West was more than well represented
at this conference. The prominent speakers
(|ohannes Rau, Walter Mompeg Hans-|ochen
Vogel) were not alone, as even the technical and
oqganisational staff was penneated by the Western
comrades.

At times, it seemed as if the adoption of the new
narne SPD was the only item on the agenda.
Everythirg else was dealt with mone or less
peremptorily, such as the listless report on the
political aims of the SPD given by u female comrade
pastor. In this report, therc was no longer anythirg
that could have committed the par$ to anything, as
its declarations of inEnt can be found in slightly
altered form in most other parties in the GDR and
could hardly be made more abstract.

A luqge p"rt of the delegates appeared to be

preoccupied with getting rid of some left-wing
elements, going as far as putting forward the
motion that the exprcssion odemocratic socialism"
should no longer be used in the party's
publications. The aqgument that democratic
socialism was one of the traditional foundations of
social democracy cut little ice. These agitated
delegates could only be pacified when it was
pointed out that the other Eumpean sister parties in
the Socialist International, which we wanted to join
up with after all, also used this expnession. Another
intense debate was around whether or not the word
"comrade" should be abandoned as the SED had
addressed its members as such. The few
traditionalists attempting a fighting defence of the
word, which should not be surrendered to the SED
could only prevent a decision to ban them from
using it. With typical German thoroughness, it was
resolved that members could call each other what
they liked.

The pressing questions of social policy were
apparently less uqgent. Not a word was said about
the wave of price rises just announced and
beginning the duy after the conference, or its
consequences, nor was any serious report on the
work of the Round Table either given or demanded
by the delegates. The members of the e>recutive did
not, howeveq, appear to be very interested in the
rank-and-file's opinion on these matters.

The delegates, on their pilt, appeared to be
content with general declarations in favour of
introducing the market economy and speedy
progress td German unity.

The executive also managed to dodge any,
possibly critical, questions about its activities. Too
much work and too little sleep were given as the
reason why the ranks got only a rather doctored
and self - congratulatory report. The expert
chairmanship of a comrade bishop of the
evangelical church ensured that any concrete
questions relating to the report were deflected.

The plea by a repr€sentative of the New Forum
to preserve the electoral alliance of the opposition
groups, arrogantly rejected a little later by the
conference, could only appear as nostalgia for a

I msouR Focus oN EASTERN EURoPE



cofiunon oppositional past. From this conference
onwards, the noad ahead was clearly mapped out -
nothing v/as possible any longer without the
agreement of the comrades in Bonn" The deptrty
spokesperson, Markus Meckel, a pastor like many
other executive members, who is pushing hard for
the top and would like to demote the present leader
Ibrahim Bohme to a position of rcpresentative
figurehead for a creditable past, said as much weeks
later at a press conference on the
Deutschlandpolitik of the two SPDs. Asked about
the criticism that the SPD East was little rnore than
a body executing decisions rnade by the SPD West,
Meckel only gave an evasive rcply to the effect that
nothing could be done without each otheq, that
there was no intention of bypassing the West
German parhrer and that the sarne was expected of
the SPD West. This equality, howeveg remains
purely verbal at a time when all the big West
German parties are already convinced that German
politics are decided exclusively in what is still the
capital city of Bonn. The SPD, at any rab, was the
first pary to take this practical step towards unity.

For the executive members of the SFD East this
raises the need to acquire a profile of their own,
both to be able to give some appearance of being a
force in their own right in the elections, and to avoid
finding themselves without representative office
after the forrnal unification of the two twins. This
does not apply to all, but certainly to the majority of
the functionaries on the upper floors. The
oqganisational take-over was too tempting to be
turned down for reasons of political credibility,
especially as the Westem comrades knew far more
about all the things one can do with the social-
democratic tradition.

Even those in the SPD leadership who had
retained their credibility thus far are no\^/ all too
easily falling in tine with the prevailing mood and
ane thus further narowing the remaining political
spaee for their own ideas. A prime exarnple of this
is Ibrahim Bohme. A*ybody who listened to

Bohrne's many speeches and political statements at
the time when he was a leading member of the
ftace and Human Rights Initiative can only be
arnazed at rnost utterances by the SPD national
secretary.

While in early sununer 1989 Bohme had still
proclairned that future democratic structures must
on no account be dominated by party machines,
that, in other words, as many elernents of direct
democraqF (plebiscites) as possible would need to
be intnoduced to a futme system, that election
candidates must not be dependent on nomination
by a party apparatus and that any futurc electoral
law would have to allow for independent
rcpresentatives, the SPD functionary today loyally
defends the parly line that only parties should be
allowed to stand for election. His former comrades
ir oppositiory who still stand by their small citizens'
movements and their ideals of the pne-October
times, are offered places on the SPD list as
consolation prizes.

On another issue, Bohme is also responsible for
throwing away a unique opportunity to establish
independent democratic structures thrcugh the first
free elections rather than simply adopt the FRG
model. This opportunity was offered by the
decisioh, h januaqy, to form an electoral alliance of
,ll opposition parties and groups. The initiators of
this alliance intended to prevent the restoration of
the former block parties and to create a majority
against the old parties responsible for the misery of
the GDR. The signatories of the electoral pact
declaration were unanimous in emphasising the
importance of completely dissolving the old
apparatus and crcating new democratic structures in
its place. Almost all the old opposition activists
were rcprcsented in this alliance, flnd the fact that
the United Left forced its representative to
withdraw his signature the very same duy did not
deal it too sever*e a blow.

Howeveu only a day after the members of the
executive expressed their quiet teservations about

lbrahim B6hme lleft! and
lilarkus *leckel lrightl:
leading the SPD where?
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this, since the SPD alone could become the
strcngest party with assistance from Bonn and
should not carry the others on its back. They were
encouraged in this view by the advisers frcm Bonn
now working in the East Berlin office on a duily
basig but care was taken not to distance oneself too
abrupt$ since the paper had been signed on behalf
of the SPD by Ibrahim Bohme whose position could
not be undermined in public. Only Bohme's rival
Markus Meckel immediately denounced the
electoral pact loudly as nonsense, agreeing with the
Greens on this point.

A few days latet the delegate conference
pronounced its death sentence for the alliance,
which was executed by the loyal party secretary
Ibrahim Bohme among othens.

We may still not get any clear political answens to
the pressing problems from the SPD executive, just
empty formulae like those offered by all other
parties in the GDR now but they already conduct
themselves as the strongest-pafly-in-waiting,
possibly, according to the polls, with an absolute
majority.

Thus drunk with their own importance, the
leaders no longer appear to notice the decisive
weaknesses. It is often only casual remarks which
reveal that the SPD East could not really cope with
electoral victory on its own, since it would then be
short of political figures with sufficient stature to fill
all the parliamentary and govemmental seats won.
It is idle speculation whether or not it is expected
that Bonn will help out and Western comrades are
to be instantly converted to Eastern comrades, but if
some executive members are hoping that they
would get assistance from the despised leaders of
the smaller movements in such an event - out of a
sense of "r€sponsibility for the country", as with
their current support for the Modrow government -
they are likely to be disappointed.

The disillusionment with the parties is very
widespread in the GDR, due to their thoughtless
clingng to the Western parties and the cobbling
together of arbitrary and unequal alliances. As a
result, the newly- elected government will have
low pnestige, even though it will be faced with high
expectations on the other hand. In addition, there is
the enonnous economic and social uncertainty has
not been lessened by the political statements of the

parties, but on the contrary heightened by its
flagrant exploitation during the election campaign.

Although the SPD may for brcad rnasses of the
populatiory because of its good old narne and
certainly also because of personalities like Brandt,
be the only force capable of forming a stable
majority govemment enjoying some initial trust, it
too could very soon experience the ungovernability
of the GD& grven the prevailing lack of ideas and
the desolate state of the counby. This fear has
alneady driven the new politicians to prcp up at any
price the Modrow governrnent at the ttound Thble,
where stability is put above everything including
one's own political aspirations. All that would be left
then is the thing the SPD says it wants to prevent:
the unconditional surrender of the GDR. Yet the
SPD headquarters in Bonn ane atrready c€rtain to
prepare for such an eventu ahty, too.

Now the first regular party congress of the
SPD-GDR is imminent. It is likely that Willy Brandt
will be elected honorary chairman. The mole
interesting question, howeve4 is who will be the
candidate for Prime Minister and who will be party
chairman prope4 i.e. how these positions are
allocated to the top rivals Bohme and Meckel. In the
run-up to the congrcss, Ibrahim Bohme has
allowed himself an attempts to bend the party line a
little when he announced a coalition with the
citizens's movements despite the expected majority
for the SPD. krhaps it was a first gesture aimed at
filling the posts becoming vacant on an election
victory perhaps a pre-emptive strike in the
expected executive conflict over the coalition
question. As recently as in |anuary Btihme still
declared himseU unable to go along with any
executive decision to enter a coalition nrith one of
the former block parties.

This SPD too, will only attempt to introduce left
ideas when it is confronted by a sufficiently strcng
competitor to its left. For the time being howeve{,
capital appears to be much quicker off the mark in
the restructuring of the GDR than all those many
political forces who are opposed to it but dMded
over the question of whether it should be opposed
in a united Germany or through defence of the
GDR's separate statehood. For this reason, they are
not as yet an effective political force capable of
influencing the SPD.

*FROM BELA r(UN TO IANOS KADAR
Swenty Years of Hungarian Communism
Mikl6s Molnar
Translated from the French by Arnold Pomerans
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the Communist l\fty, the difficulties it o<perienced
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YUGO SLAVIA IN TRANSTTION
Choices and Constraints

Edr.ed by ]ohn B. Allcock, John H. Horton & Marko
Milivoievic

At a time when it is generally agreed that Yugoslav
society is plunged into a deep crisis, a stock-taking
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Edited by lemy Kwasniewski and Maryaret Watson
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For a united Ge
both red and

Once again: The Greens in the GDR on the
German Question (Draft)

rmany
green!

by WOLFGANG HARTCH

I
DURING TFIE POST-WAR YEARS, in all four
zones of occupation into which the rcmaining
territory of the German Reich was divided, d[
currents on the Gennan Left strongly stood for the
maintenance of Germany's unity. At that time, they
strcve for the formation of an all-Gerrnan
democratic government and the conclusion of a just
peace treaty for Germany, followed by the
withdrawal of the occupation forces. They could
base such demands on the relevant clauses in the
August 1945 htsdam Agreement between the
victorious polvers. Once the dMsion of Germany
had been consununated by the foundation of the
&deral Republic on 23 May and of the GDR on 7
October 1949, the Gerrnan lf,ft, which had rcsisted
this to the last, took up the struggle for national
reunification. The subsequent series of defeats in
this struggle were chiefly caused by the October
1954 accession of the Rderal Republic to NAT0 and
the subsequent formation of the Warsaw tiact by the
socialist countries including the GDR.

The Greens in the GDR see themselves as a
movement of the I€ft. It is therefore logical that
they should today welcome the restoration of
German unity in a conscious return to the traditions
of the post-war Left. Hence they were the first
among the opposition parties and groups, with
their "Declaration of the Green Party on the
German Question" of 8 December 1989, barely 14
days after the foundation of the prty, to map out a
viable route towards achieving this goal sensibly,
peacefully, step-by-step, taking into account the
now more important global challenges to humanity
and the interests of all neighbouring nations.

It was technically impossible to give instant
circulation that papef even in limited quantities. As
a rcsult, Greens took part in demonstrations in
Berlin and elsewhere on 19 December which not
only, and justifiably, opposed the economic sell-out
of the GD& but also in total distortion of the
potitical options and necessities for the coming
years the retrnification of Germany. Such
dangerous errc)rs must be confronted early on. They
grve succour to the advancing reaction, even the
ever more threatening activities of the neofascists. In
order to counteract the confusion both in its own
ranks and in the general public, the Green ferry
therefore considers it necessary to reiterate in the
most precise manner its views on how the Germans

can regain their national unity and what should be
the nature of the united Germany.

il
The Green Parly in the GDR proposes:

1. Both German states should press for the
CSCE summit conference (Helsinki II), originally
scheduled for 1992, to be brought forward to 1990.

2. At that conference, the governments of both
German states should jointly demand that the two
military alliances confronting each other in Europe,
NATO and the Warsaw Pact, be dissolved with the
maximum possible disarmament, to be replaced by
a conunon European security system including the
USA and Canada and, as equal parb:rers, the
neutral or non-aligned European states. In the
context of such a new system, the security of each
signatory must be guaranteed by the duty of all
others to come to its aid if attacked.

3. The sarne conference should further resolve to
convene, in parallel to the Helsinki process, a world
conference for ecologicat security with the aim of
effecting a global halt to all envircnment-hostile
production and consumption and restructuring the
world economy in favour of the Third World. The
Common European Home must play its part in
arresting the self-destruction of the human race. It
must not further promote 7t, either through
increased excessive consumption domestically or
through the toleration of the misery and destitution
of the laqger part of the world population.

4. Following the free elections which are to take
place in the GDR in May 19gA and in the Rderal
Republic in December 1990, and on condition that
NAT0 and the Warsaw Pact will have been replaced
by a conunon European security system before
thery the two German states should in early 19yl
unite to form a confederation which

- maintains the full internal sovereignty of both
states,

firally recognises the existing external
frcntiers, especially those with ttland alongside the
Oder and the Nei8e,

guarantees the structural inability to take
offensive military action of both states, in their
mutual relationship as well as towards all their
neighbours,

acknowledges the primary of ecological
security over all economic interests,

provides equal rights of the sexes through
parity quotas at all levels of the people's
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reprcsentation and in the executive,

- elevates anti-fascism to a conunon, dominant
state doctrine with the result that parties like the
Republicans are dissolved in both states, their
parliamentary seats declared invalid, their leaders
prosecuted and oqganised fascist gengs like the
skinheads, faschos etc suppressed with all means
available.

It should be considered whether from the
moment that the GDR acquires a goveffunent based
on free elections, i.e. from May 199A, and until the
process of their reunification is complete, the equal
status of the two German states should not be given
an adequate expression by separate nationalities
(Staatsangehorigkeiten) of their citizens.

The conunon oqgans of the German
Confederation should have their seat in Berlin
(West), while Berlin (East) remains the capital of the
GDR. This arrangement should be agreed to by the
four powers, thus bringing the \W1, agrcement up
to date.

5. The German Confederation should only have
provisional charactes provided the European-wide
frarnework outlined above is achieved" Thus right
fncm the begrnnin& their oqgans should inctrude a
parity commission of delegates from the parties in
both states, with the task of drawing up an all-
German constitution. This cornrnission should take
as its starting point the first constitution of the
GD& which was still intended for a united
Germany, the Basic Law of the Federal Republic and
the constitution of West Berlin, m order to add to
the easily reconciled, valuable elements of these
documents entirely new articles which will take into
account the state of the world today and the affairs
of the Common European Home in a contemporary/
and forward- looking manner (for example, with
regards to ecological security, the inability to engage
in military offensives, the just claims of the Third

World, the right of the fernale sex to equality, the
effective pr€vention of all variants of neofascisffi,
etc.)

6. A peace tneaty must be concluded between
the German Confederation and all those states
which rvere at war with Germany in World War
Two, but also the state of Israel. A mere state treaty
such as the one concluded between the four powers
and Austria in 1955 is nct sufficient because we
Germans, unlike the Austrians, we(e not meretry
liberated but carry the responsibility for a war
which we began and the other states won. Once the
Gernmn Confederation has signed the peace treaty
and their parliaments ratified it, its fundamental
clauses must be included in the all-German
constitution being drawn up. Only then could this
constitution be subrnitted to an all-Gerfitan
rcferendurn and then put into effect. The election of
the all-Gerrnan organs provided for in the
constitution parliament, government, s' . rute

court would complete the reunificeti"*ri of
Gerrnany as part of an all-Europeaffi s*curity
system, The four powers would then have to
withdraw their forces from Germany one year
thereafter. We cannot be spared any of these steps
towards reunification and independence, and none
can be skipped"

With good witl on the part of all involved, and
calmness on the part of the populations of the two
German states and of West Berlin, it should be
possible, howeve{, to complete successfully the
procedures of drawing up and putting into effect
the all-German constitution and also the
preparation and the work of the peace conference
by the beginning of 1991, and to let it culminab in an
act of national reconciliation of all Germans. The
victors of World War Two could facilitate this by
inserting into the peace treaty clauses to the effect
that any step towards reunification beyond

Red and green: the working class and the envErannment...
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confederation must be strictly peaceful and strietly
non-violent, and banning discrimination against
any German on the grounds that he served either
German state or its allies in whatever f-r"rnetion"

We Gneens appeal to the l-eft irn b*th Gemnan
states and West Berlin to connbine into a red-green
alliance for the solution of the Geffinan Question, to
adopt the gradual plan outlined above and to fight
for its implementation in word and in deed.

ilT
If we Greens propose the restoration of Cermany's
unity this does not mean that we are prepared to
accept a surrender of the economic wealth of the
GD& or agree to the threatened dismantling of the
social security and comfort of its citizens. On the
contrary.

The "Declaration of the Green Parry on the
German Question" of 8 December 1989 concludes:
"We demand ecolo$cal security instead of excessive
consumption" We stand for the preservation of the
social gains of the GDR. We want antifascism
instead of right-wing radicalism." We would like to
stnongly reaffirm that, but at the sarne time add the
following: We want a peaceful, if possible
demilitarised, Germany, and at the very least one
that is incapable of military offensives. We want a
constitution which combines the advantages of
parliamentarianism with those of direct,
rank-and-file democrary. We support the right to
equality of the female sex in all spheres of state and
society, which should be constitutionally codified
and realised in all of Germany. We want a Germany
that accepts its current frontiers, including the
Oder-Nei8e line, as final, and one that is free of
hostility to forergners, that offers generous aqylum
to persecuted and opprcssed citizens of other states,
that gives genuine solidarify and aid to the Third
World rather than exploit it in a neo- colonialist
manner. And, last but not least: the united
Germany which we desire must irrespective of
the necessary limits on economic growth, the need
to close down industries which damage the
environment, and our rejection of performance
stress and competition guarantee full
employment as well as the comfort of the poor and
weak, social security for everyone at a modest
material level, a healthy lifestyle and the optimal
satisfaction of sophisticated spiritual and cultural
needs. AU in all, public ownership of the main
means of prcduction provides the most suitable
socio - economic foundation for this.

As that kind of united Germany is our ailn,
because that is vision of its domestic and external
conditiory we naturally oppose any attempt to
reconstruct the economy of the GDR in the
direction of capitalist restoration. We are against
acceping Western loans, against investment by
Western capital, against the unrestricted setting up
of private businesses, against the sell-out of our
soil to speculators, against the propagation of
cornpetition and performance stress, also against
joint ventures and especially those which lead to an
increase in car prcduction at a time when the
abolition of individual motoring has become a

condition for the survival of plant, animal and
human life on our planet. In this spirit, we are both
at the Round Table and in the election campaign
going to be a left opposition to the Modrow
coalition goverunent, and the mor€ eneqgetically so
as the goveffunent bows to the pnessurc of the

former block parties LDPD, NDPD and CDU, now
outdoing each other in condemning socialism and
calling for a "fiee market economy".

We Greens see ourselves as a sister party of the
West German Greens and the West Berlin
Alternative List. In the GD& we see as our
potential allies the women's emancipation
movement, new, leftist youth oryanisations, also the
trade unions defending thernselves against
performance stress and the tendenry towards a
cheap labour economy, the Association of Farmens'
Cooperatives, also the Democratic Farmers' Farty,
the church as a helper of the poor and the weak, the
ecologically conscious sections of our scientific and
cultural intelligentsia, and the United Left
("Bohlen Plafform"). Common denominators with
the SPD arise out of it commitment to the anti-
fascist tradition, its advocary of a new economic
world order in favour of the Third World, its
sernsible proposals for an ene{gy poliry in the GD&
its claims not to measure the qualiry of life
principally in terms of material consurnption, and
its warnings against the dangers of a "bQ.ky ard"
Eastern Europe and the neo-colonialist ambitions
of the EEC internal market prepared for 1992193.
Our rnain ally in a red- grcen coalition could be the
SED-PDS, provided it is willing and able to take
heed of of the critique put forward by Norbert
Nowakowski at its recent special congres+ and,
above all, to radically conect the economic policy of
Hans Modrornr, Christa Luft and Gerhard Beil in the
spirit of the alternative model prcposed by RudoU
Bahro using the entire weight of its power
potential anchored in the existing institutions of the
country. Should it fail to do so, then the SED- PDS,
even if cleansed of Stalinisffi, would for us Greens
still remain a traditional pary of industrialism like
the SPD capable of b"i.g taught ecological reason
only to a limited extent and only from the oubide,
through the political pressure and educational work
of a strong green movement. We are seriously
worried about the increasing hegemony of openly
restorationist, pro-capitalist forces in Democratic
Awakenin& the LDPD the NDPD and the CDU. We
acknowledge the pioneering historical achievements
of the citizens' initiative "Democracy Now" and of
the New Forum, although their specific party
political ideas remain obscure to us. Our one enemy
are the neo- fascist groups, the smashing of which
we regard as the most uqgent, most important task
of the law in the GDR. Orly a GDR cleansed of the
neo-Nazis w& in our conviction, be able to
become a rcliable bastion of the anti-fascist struggle
which is so indispensable in the process of
reunification, and will alone give credibility to our
demand that the Republicans be excluded fiom the
political life of the Rderal Republic and West Berlin.

We will do everything in our power to create a
red-green Germany. Should we not be successful
in this, then our political course of linkitg u Yes to
national reunification with a No to the economic
sell-out and social dismantling of the GDR will at
least contribute to make the red and the green
opposition in all parts of Germany as strong as
possible.

Berlin, 2611211989

Wolfgang trIarich
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Eastetn Europe's

sel f-determination
problem

by OLIVER MACD ONA LD

FIAIEVER ELSE the peoples of Eastern Europe have
been struggling for over the last yeax, one aspiration
has been more or less universal: the demand for the
right to determine their own future.

These movements for self -determination
wanted a great deal more than a change of faces at
the top of the political system, or indeed than a
change of the political qystem itself. One of the most
obvious features of the political revolutions has
been the ordinary people's desire to choose the
social system they wish. Across Eastern Europe
people are debating whether they want to continue
with a mainly socialised economy or not. This is the
most basic issue of all on which democratic self-
determination has been demanded, the most basic
because it will govern the entire framework of their
lives and not simply the institutions they will be
involved with when active in politics.

Should the social system be capitalism of one
variety or anothel or sftould it be market socialism
of one variety or another? And if the people do
want capitalism, do they want the most profitable
sectors of the capitalist economy to be sold off to
Western multi-nationals, or do th*y want to retain
a strong national control over their future capitalist
development? Do they want their economy to be
pafi of a wider regional economic and political
grouping or do they want it to be inserted
individually into a division of labour centred on
Frankfurt, the Ruhr and Milan?

Much to most people's surprise, the Soviet
leadership seems set on allowing the peoples of
these states to decide these basic issues of internal
and external orientation in a democratic way.

On the face of it, the Western European states
and the USA ar€ even more strongly in favour of
self-determination and democrary: they are not
only encouraging the states of central and Eastern
Europe to take the path of demomary, but they are
actively aiding them down that democrafic mad by
offering billions of dollars on condition that they
become democratic.

Or are they?
For 4 decades the West has mobilised enonnous

resources for what it has pnoclaimed to be a battle to

free the "enslaved and oppressed peoples" of
Eastern Europe and the USSR fuom "Soviet
totalitarianism". This great effort has been mounted
in the narne not of capitalism but of democracy and
self-determination. The West has repeatedly
indicated that its goal in the Cold War has been for
the peoples of Eastern Europe to enjoy democratic
liberties, free elections, the rule of law and respect
for human righb.

Is that what is now being offered to the
countries of Eastern Europe? After the elections
scheduled for this spring and sufiune{, will these
countries be treated as normal states, integrated into
the West's international economic and political
order? In particulaq, the following questions are
pertinent:

(1) WiU they be allowed to participate fully in
norynal international trade according to the
principles of liberalisffi, regardless of the nature of
their internal social and economic order?

(2) Will they be allowed to determine for
themselves in a democratic fashion their own social
systems, without coercive attempts at inter{ercnce
from outside?

The purpose of this article is to investigate these
issues" But we will leave out of account the FRG's
work on the GD& simply because that partictrlar
operation has too many special (and anything but
edifying) features of its own.

To appreciate the West's poliqy today, we must
very briefly remind ourselves of the relationship
between East and West Eurupe before the start of
1989.

The relationship before X989
The rnain features of the r6lationship between the
EC and Eastern Europe before the beginning of 1989
can be surnmarised very briefly:

(1) an economic embaryo on exports to Easten:l
Europe oqganised thruugh CoCorn, a body without
legal status, but nonetheless effecfive for that, run
ftum the basement of the US ernbassy in Paris:
while publicly presented as a system of sanctions
against the export of military technolosy to the
Warsaw Pact, 

- it was, in fact, a generalised
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instrument of Echnological warfare, covering half of
all items traded on the world economy. Western
states which broke this export blockade would be
punished by the US.

(2) a sysEm of tariffs, quotas (quantitative
limitations) and outright bans on imporB of a very
wide range of goods frcm the Warsaw Pact
countries.

(3) Some limited trade and co-operation
agreements of the E.C. with individual East
European staEs, notably Romania and, in 1.988

Hungary. These allowed some mor€ favourable
reatnent of imports to the E.C., though by .o
means removing very substantial bariers. They
also, particularly in the case of the pioneering
Hungarian agr€ement, gave special rights to EC
companies in these countries. There was also an
industrial trade agreement with Czechoslovakia,
mainly to allow certain Czech exports wanted by the
EC to come into the Community.

(4) Foland Hungary Romania and Yugoslavia
had become members of the IMF and the World
Bank.

(5) An the East European countries, with the
o<ception o{ Romania and, to a lesser extent,
Czechoslovakia, were heavily indebEd to Westem
governments and private banks. The heaviest debt
burdens were those of Foland, now 41 billion
dollars, and Hungary now 11 billion dollars.

(6) There was finally the military confn:ntation.
I-eaving aside the details of the military balance (but
just to say that the Intemational Institute of
Strategic Studies in London considered throughout
the 1980s that there was a rough parity of ground,
air and sea for€as in the European theahe), the
military drain on resources tiook a far heavier toll in
the Warsaw Pact than in the West for the simple
reason that gross domestic product in those staEs
was far smaller than GDP in the West: probably
about one third the size.

An end to the blockade?
kaving aside for the moment any question of
whether the new regimes in the East deserve any
special help from the West, we will first examine the
extent to which the West is ready to offer normal
principles of trade and commercial relations to
Eastern Europe today - normal, that is, according
to the liberal appnrach to inEmational trade. We
will look first at exports to Eastern Europe, then at
imports frcm Eastern Euope, then at the opening
up of the East to Westem capital.

(1) Exports to the East CoCom Down But Not
Out

After very acrimonious debates between the US
and various West European states, especially the
FRG, the CoC-om countries seem ready b cut the
number of goods blocked frcm export to EasEm
Europe by about half. This agrcement will not,
howe',rer fi"dly U sealed until a CoCom summit
meeting in luly. The US seems ready for a graater
relalotion of the technological blockade against East
European countries, as opposed to the USS& if the
former allow the US to police their economies to
ensure the extra liberalised goods are not rc-
exported to the USSR.

But we should note that CoCom remains very
much alive and the East European states are still far
from being able to participaE f.,lly it the world
capital;st economy as far as imports from the West
are concrrned. Wb may wonder why this is the case.
What could the democratically elected governments

of Eastern Europe do to get the West to cease
technological warfare against them?

(2) Imporb from the East: Still Far From
Liberalism

One of the most uqgent ways in which the West
could help the new states of Eastern Eurcpe would
be by actually applying the liberal international
trade principles it preaches, in other words by
ending all blocks and embaqgoes of imports from
Eastern Europe. This would not, according to the
neo-classical economics of the capitalist market, be
an act of altmism, but an efficiency measure for
Western Eurcpe itself.

Yet no such fuU trade liberalisation has taken
place. To illustrate this, we can take the most liberal
trade agreement so far reached with any East
European country, that with hland ratified in
October 1989 b6tween the EC and the neur
Solidarnosc government of Prime Minister
Mazowiecki. Instead of swiftly opening the EC to
exports from the debt- strangled Polish economy,
the Treaty commits the EC only to "temove or
liberalise the quantitative restrictions it applies to
Polish exports by 31 Decernber 1994 at the latest,
subject to exceptions."

Furthennore, Article 3 of the Treaty makes clear
that products covered by the European Coal and
Steel Community will not be included in the
liberalisation measures: in other words, ttland's
coal and steel exports will still be restricted. Article 4
indicates that textile restrictions will also continue to
aPPly.

As to the extent of the embalgo on ltlish
exports to the EC after 1994, this will be decided
through negotiations between Poland and the EC in
1994.

(3) Opening up Eastern Europe to Western
Capital

The economic co-operation part of the
agreement with Poland is directed to "suPPorting
structural changes in the Polish economy" in
othe r words, privatisation.

Meanwhile, Poland must agree to a series of
liberalisation measules: there must be no
discrimination against EC companies in the granting
of import licences for goods entering Poland, ho
discrimination against EC companies operating in
Itland over the giving out of hard currency to Pay
for imports. Help must be provided for EC firms
wishing to establish themselves in ltland and
international invitations to tender for contracts must
be offercd to EC firms (Art.16). And the Polish
government rnust not seek to promote counter-
trade (in other words, barter deals, very valuable for
countries with acute hard currency shortages and
widely used in Third World trade as well as in
coilunercial relations with Eastern Europe in the
past). Meanwhile Poland must help Western firms
with "investment promotion and protection,
including the transfer of profits and repatriation of
capital" (Art.18)- 

Since the legal basis of the tneaty is not o.1y
Article 113 of the Treaty of Rome but also Article
?ffi, the European Parliament must be consulted.
Such consultation has not resulted in any changes
to the Treaty's terms.

A similar agreement was signed with Hrtgury
in 1988 and the Commission expects similar trade
and economic co-operation agreements to be
signed with Bulgaria, Itomania, Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia later this year.
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The debt noose
Every child leams that debts should be repaid, so it
might appear that the East European states should
pay every penny. tsut that is the economics of the
kindergarten. Anyone in business knows that old
debts are being written off every day. Furthennore,
goverrunents such as the present Thatcher
government have written off billions of pounds
worth of debts of public enterprises ir preparation
for selling them off cheap to the private sector"

The grcat bulk of Eastern Europe's debts are
owed to Western governmental institutions: only $9
billion of tbland's $41" billion debt i+ for example,
owned to private sector banks. Therefore no one
will suffer i, ary significant way in the West from
the writing off of most of this debt.

The debts were accumulated by the old regimes:
are the peoples of Eastern Europe going to be made
to pay for the mismanagement of governments for
which, the West has argued for years, they bear no
responsibility? Furthennore, we should not forget
that the West loaned money to Eastern Europe to
enable it to increase East-West trade in the 1970s,
then itself erected new barriers against improving
the trade and thus easing the debts.

Yet little has been done to ease the debt burden.
Hungary's $11 billion debt for the population of 10
rnillion people is not being tackled: rescheduling of
the debt, let alone cancelling it, does not appear to
be on the agenda.

At the beginning of kbruary, Polish Prirne
Minister Mazowiecki demanded fnrm members of
the Eunopean Parliament in Brussels that Poland
should be freed entirely from its need to make debt
rcpayments; he also uqged that Poland's creditors
should considerably reduce the debt burden itself.

On Rbruary 16th the Group of V+ (G24) agreed
that Poland could stop any payments of principal
(the original sum borrcwed) or interest on debts
owed to Western public bodies till March 1991. They
also asked the private sector banks to follow suit as
far as interest was concerned.

But the intenest owed has not been cancelled. It
will be repaid over a14 year period. G24 also agreed
to reschedule $3.+ billion of arrears, built up by the
end of 1989 (Financial Times, 17 February, 199A).

What is the motive for this ruthlessness? Greed,
understandable on the part of private banks and
their shareholders, can hardly be an explanation of
goverrunent behaviour. It is a matter of public poticy
objectives. There is one grcat advantage in having a
debt noose around weak countries: you can control
them politically, above all by rnaking them
desperate for roll-over credits and bridging loans
and ready to take drastic domestic action to get
them. Could this be the motive?

Loans: altruism or coercive
domestic interference?
In the kinderyarten, lenders ar€ generous and
borrowers should be humble and grateful and are
free, after all, not to ask. The adult world is a little
different: billions upon billions of dollarg Deutsche
Marks and Yen floating around in a search for
somethrng to invest in to make a profit. It takes a
considerable effort for the average person in the UK
to resist the enormous prcssure from the financial
sector to bornrw, take out an extra loan.

But the debt-ridden states of Eastern Europe,

desperate for new loans must turn to the IMF and
World Bank for extra cash. So Hungary has been
trying to get a modest loan of a little over $200
million frcm the IMF. This has been all the more
important because a further $1 billion dollar loan
from the European Community to Hungary has
been made dependent upon the Hungariart
goverrunent's agreeing terms on the IMF loan.

The problern is that the IMF is very unhappy
about the cheap rents that most Hungarians pay for
their homes. It is refusing the lsan until the
Hungarian governrnent ends its rent subsidies. The
Hungarian government has not wanted to end the
subsidies. But the IMF insisted, End the government
is desperate to keep up ib debt repayments. So it
introduced a bill to end the subsidies into the
Hungarian Parliament. But the Parliament threw out
the bill. So the IMF has refused to agree terms.

It perhaps needs to be stnessed that such
interference by the World Bank and the IMF has
nothing whatever to do with technical matters of
good econornic rnanagement, quantitative balances
in the nafional economy or whahver. It is
interference in pnrfoundly political questions of
basic social oqganisation.

A similar deermination to interfere in Eastern
European countries' internal affairs has been
expressed by the World Bank. trn Rbruary 1990, it
announced a plan to lend $5 billion to Eastern
Europe over the next three years, half of which will
go to Poland. But its President, IvIr. Barber Conable,
made clear that this money " will focus on
restructuring all facets of the economy and market-
oriented change" and he underlined that the World
Bank was working for a new system in Eastem
Europe "vesting economic decision-making in the
individual and in private enterprise". Specifically,
Mr Conable wants to open up the East European
economies to Western trade and investnent, wants
legislation and instifutions there for free markets,
for bankruptcies and for unemployment (Financial
Times, 23 February).

We should also note that it has never been a
legal reSu1ement for countries to. have lQpitalist
economies in order to join or do business with these
oqganisations. There are two key criteria for
membership: does the counhry pursue an
independent foreign poliry? Can it 6upply adequate
statistical information about its economy?
Ceausescu's Romania was long a member of these
organisations as were Kaday's Hur'rgary and
|aruzelski's Poland. The World Bank's plans for
massive internal interference in basic social choices
facing the peoples of Eastern Europe are r1ew.

The sEune pattern of internal interference has
been adopted by the EC in its credit poliry towards
Eastern Eunope. The EC is planning to offer credits
fiom its own budget to the East European states and
also loans from both the European Investment Bank
and from the European Coal and Steel Community
to be guaranteed by the EC budget. But the
Commission is revising the formal framework of
such credits to link them, as far as Eastern Europe is
concerned, to backing "market-oriented reforms"
(Commission Communication 1 February 1990).

The projected new European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, suggested by the
French Socialist ftrly government and agreed upon
at the 8-9 December EC summit meeting adopts
the same apprcach. Once again, one of its central
objectives was laid down to be to 'assist moves to
market-oriented economies and structural
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adjustrnents" in Eastern Europe. The G24 group
discussed the bank at a meeting in the second week
of December L989. They agreed that the USSR could
qualify for special aid, including from the EBRD,
provided that the so-called "economic
preconditions for democracy wete met". (Europe,
january- kbruary, 1990) It is true that the US, at a
March meeting to plan the bank, objected to the fact
that not all the bank's lending would be to the
private sector: some of the resources will be devoted
to public sector work on infrastructure. But the real
wory of the US was that the West Europeans
would by to tum the new bank into a rival to the
(US dominated) World Bank for funding
infrastructure projects: there is no basic
disagreement over the privatising mission of the
bank.

Aid: or is it internal
interference?
Norrnally, embaqgoes on exports or barriers against
imports at the levels planned to remain in East-
West economic relations signify intense conflict
between the states in question: a desire by one side
to exert political pressure on the other. They
certainly don't make life any easier for the
goverrunents of the weaker side. And neither does
the maintenance of the debt noose nor the attempts
to use loan instrurnents to pre -empt democratic
social policy-rnaking

But, it may be asked, is not the West's good-will
towards the dernocratic aspirations of the peoples of
Eastern Europe demonstrated by the very
substantial amounts of aid now being offered by
Western govemments in GV! co-ordinated
through the E.C. Commission?

The Group of 24 Western states decided on
August 1., 1989 to empower the EC Cornmission to
co-odinate aid for Eastern Europe . At that stage
the aid was to be limited to Poland and Hungary.
On 26 September the Commission presented its
Action Plan to the second co- ordinating meeting of
the Group of 24. The plan is known as operation
PHARE (acronym for "Poland, Hungary: Assistance
for Economic Restructuring"). The ptran envisaged a
total of some ECU 600 million for 1990 of which 200
million will come from the EC budget, 100 million
will come from individual EC member states and
the nemaining 300 million with come fnrm other
G24 members. On 9 October the E.C. Council of
Ministers amended the 1990 budget to allow for its
ECU 200 million commitment.

But the EC documents reveal that this is not
money for the Hungarian and Polish economies as a
whole, but for a very tiny part of them. The relevant
E.C. Regulation declares that the projects funded
"must benefit the private sector in particular".

Furthennore, the regulation makes clear that the
aim is for this aid to me made up laqgely of
counter-part funds: in other words, to get the aid,
Poland and Hungary must switch parts of their own
budgetary resourres towards projects backing the
private sector of their economies.

Finally, while the plan envisages taking into
account the preferences of the recipient countries,
"The Commission will take steps to identify arcas
where such aid can be most useful". In other wordg
ultimate authority for the aid allocation decisions
will be kept in the hands of the EC and not the

elected governments of Eastem Eulope.
In the {irst weeks of 1D0, the other countries of

Eastem Europe put in applications fior G24 ard
under the PHARE programme. But the Commission
made clear on Rbruary 1st that such aid would not
be forthmming unless the counbies concemed
mmmitted themselves to'economic liberalisation
with a view to introducing market economies' (i.e.
capitalist markets).

In short, this aid amounts to an effort to
strcngthen one side of the political divide that is
becoming increasingly shalp and incrcasingly
cenhal in Hungary, fuland and even
Czechoslovakia: do we want our market to be
private capitalist or in large measur,e non-capitalist.

Ib round off its effort, the EC will be offering
'vocational training', which turns out to be training
for "executives, instrucbry numagert and students'
linked to the vital need for 'economic reform",
which is "especially ulgent' in the fields of banking
and finance.

In case anyone should retain a vestige of
admiration for the G24's generosrty lrt at least
coughing up funds for aid, we should bear in mind
that the overwhelming bulk of the Aid offered so far
is not, in fact, new resources at all. It is simply
raided from the aid money ear-marked for the
Third World. Thus the total of $3.7bn hitherb
offured to Poland from the World Bank, the IMF, the
EC and G24 is rccycled from the Third World. The
capital frpm the EC for the new European Bank for
Reconstruction in EasEm Europe will come from
the EC's regional funds. And Japan's $2bn for
Eastern Europe comes from its existing budget for
aid to the South. (Guardian, 23 january 1990)
Britain's $250 million for Poland during the next
financial year will also come out of existing aid
resoultes (Independenf 19 January 1990).

The reward for the right domestic political line:
association status

The 8-9 December 1989 European Council
meeting of EC heads of govemment asked the
Commission to work out the tenrrs for future
Association Agreemenb between the EC and the
various individual East Euopean states. They felt
such agreements would help to 'promote political
stability" in Eastern Europe. They also fult the USSR
should probably not be offered an Association
Agreement.

It has been stressed that Association status is
not a prelude to the states of Cental and Eastern
Europe becoming members of the so-called
'European Community'. Indee4 it is presenbd as
an altemative, for in the words of one EC
Commissione{, these states are too backward to
become members of 'Europe" in the foreseeable
future.

But Association status is I no means automaticl
there are strings attached: the EC "will expect
decisive steps to have been taken towards sysbms
based on ...... economic liberties'. While the G24
aid will be available for counties committing
themselves to capitalism, Association status will
"relate to performancc as well as commihnents".

A furthef very important point about
association status should be stressed. The EC is
doing all it can to ensure that the states of EasEm
Europe arc tied individually into the world capitalist
market, drawn individually into the economic
division of labour in Westem Europe centred on the
Golden Triangle. There is no encouragement
whatever giraen to attempts by the East European
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states to collectively regulate their relations with the
West or to collectively re-oryanise their regional
economic relations. Association status will be a
purely bilateral matter between each state and the
EC, while the EC will retain the last word as to the
allocation of funds to prujects within each state,
further re-enforcing such trends.

The West's policy and
res for

the whole idea that the use of economic
instruments by states may be coercive is dfficult to
grasp. This tradition limits its understandtng of
coercion to the activities of police and armies and
especially to their lawless use: the sort of thing that
the Stalinists engaged in for decades in Eastern
Eurcpe. Cudously enough, the old Stalinist
tradition tended to share this view of coercive
power to a great extent: power grcws from the
barrcl of a gun, and so on.

The whole notion that resource allocation,
financial poliry and economic policy can be coercive
is doubted. This naivete which ignores the
enonnous capacity of the strong to coerce by
exclusion and to subvert the popular will by the
manipulation of financial and economic instruments
is a great danger for the new democracies in Eastern
Europe today.

Another sectet of the success of the current
Western drive lies in the institutions that are
carrying it out. They are not overtly political bodies
at all: not the Thatchers and Bushes of this world.
Instead they are the seemingly neutral, technocratic
bodies of non-political expertise, bodies that the
overwhelming majority even of people involved in
politics know very little about: institutions like the
IMF and World Bank, the GZ the G24, the OECD as
well as the Commission of the EC. The very
influential New York banker from Lazard Freres,
klix Rohatyn, put this rather well recently when
talking about hou/ to penetrate Eastern Eunrpe:

"Economic institutions, especially ones that are
considered politically benign and not political in
natur€, by being multinational, by being heutral',
and whose efforb arc perceived as having improved
well-being among recipients .... can ask for
changes as part of an economic development
programme" that other mote patently partisan
bodies could not get away with. He goes on: "The
multi-national structures that operate between the
private and the public sectors can be a very useful
buffer and negotiator for a lot of things that are
going to have to be done." @urcpe, |anuary-
kbruary, 1990). Quite so.

Under the gulse of taking the technical
measures needed to prcpare the countries of
Eastern Europe for participating in the world
market, such bodies can force internal social
upheavals on the unsuspecting and disoriented
mass of the population. Under the guise of the need
for austerity in this or that counfiry, measures ar€
insisted upon which are designed to prcparc the
way for selling off state assets at ridiculously low
prices to the big Western multinationals. And if the
parliaments and governments try to resist, the
scr€ws of trade embaryoes, debt confrontations and
loans famines are applied.

Yet when it suits, Western capital and Western
goverrunents ane perfuctly able to expand trade and
normalise economic relations with countries where
the state owns the bulk of industy. Nothing
illustrates this better than the West's relations urith
China. In the wonds of the 1985 Hindley Report on
behatf of the Committee on External Relations of the
EC (PE Doc. A2-74185) concerning relations with
China (p.13): "The development of relations
between the Community and China .... shows that
different economic systems are not a major
hindrance to close economic and political relations,
provided that there is sufficient political will on both
sides."

a o

What is at stake in this discussion of the West's
policy towards the new democracies of Eastern
Europe is not its evident enthusiasm for capitalism.
This is only to be expected from bodies like the
European Community. In itself it in no way entails
any coercion of the East European states.

Let us acknowledge also that the express wish of
the majority of people in Eastern Europe may well
be to go for full-blooded capitalism. In a country
such as Czechoslovakia, there can be little doubt
about the grreat interest at least on the part of
students and the intellectual middle classes for
some form of capitalism.

The issue of concern is the fact that the entire
policy of the EC and other Western institutions is
evidently geared to a coercive economic diplomaqy
to drive these new goveffunents to take pro-
capitalist measules whether this is the democratic
choice of the people or not. The entire thrust of
Western policy is, in fact, premised on the
assumption that coercive diplomary is required in
order to force the populations of these countries
onto a capitalist road of inrcrnal development.

This pressure is already acutely felt in and
around the goverrunents of f{ungary, Poland and
C-zechoslovakia. In the GDR we cannot speak of
pressure: it has been a steam-roller.

Yet in the West, the Socialist Parties seem
completely oblivious while many of their leaders are
no doubt fully complicit, if not playing a leading
part in the process like Jacques Delors.

If this complicity continues and spreads it will
only go to show that these parties' frtty year struggle
against Communism was not in essence a battle for
democracy at all, or at any rate has become sirnply a
battle for capitalism.

After all, what exists in Czechoslovakia at this
moment approaches what the Western Socialist
ltrties have always proclaimed to be their ideal: a
genuine social democfrqy,, a state with political
pluralism and one which at the same time has an
economy preponderantly under public, and
therefore potential social contrcl, in a country with
far greater equality of wealth than can be dreamed
of in the West.

Itrhaps more to the point for pragmatic Social
Democrats, their current belief that they stand to
gain the lion's share of voter support in the new
central and eastern Eunrpe will prove a pipe-drcam
if the Western states'cunent coercive drive to force
the new elitrs into draconian pro-capitalist
measurcs is allowed to continue. This drive will
involve profound social conflicts in these states and
if a nery paryenu capitalist class does manage to
claw sufficient wealth our of the living standards of
workers there to consolidate itself, we should
hardly expect the winners in this struggle to be
waving social- democratic flags.

For people schooled in the old liberal tradition,
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An
unrepentant
conrrnunist
Intervierry with Rossana Rossanda

Would you xy that the

'forces of history' arc still
sn communism's side or is
this religion-like fnrth the

only thing communists un
nffit) cling to?

No, I never had any

kind of religious faith in
my ideas. To those who
ask me why I still think
about cofiununism, the
answer is that t will do
so for as long as there is
capitalism. No one can

deny the scientific proof
of capitalism's existence

and its high level of
exploitation, nationally
and at a world level.
And not just capitalism.
The North-South
division was once called
"imperialism" and
according to me it still
is.

Moreovet we have reached a stage whereby for
capitalism to grow it can do so only by destroying
the resources of the planet and that is a rcal
problem of contradiction. Marx certainly never
imagined that capitalism would not only produce
wealth but pollution and rubbish as well.

What is your attitude to the anrcent reforms in the

Soaiet Union?

In my opinion, the political system in the USSR

certainly had to be destroyed. The lid had to be

taken off so that a real social dialectic would
eme{ge. I have never thought that the social basis of
socialism ever existed in the USSR. It was always
my firm opinion that they possessed a system of
state, monopolist capitalism with a state, rather than
a private, form of exploitation. In these days of
horrible corruption, howeve{, private exploitation
certainly exists; it's enough to go around the USSR

to see the social inequalities, the luxuries and so on.
I'm very much in favour of reopening the class

AT 66, ROSSANA ROSSANDA is one
of the leading intellectuals of the Left in
Europe. An actiae resistanrce fiqhtter ih the
Garibatdi bisades in North;;, ftalu from
1,943, she " then joined the Tialian
Communist Partv. ln 1958, she became a
rnember of its fmtral Committee frnd a
close nssodate of Patmiro Togliatti. ln 1963
she moaed to kome fis a member of the
Italian parliament. ln 1969, slte wns one of
the founders of the lfit owosition journal fl,
Manifesto, and upelled from the PCl.
Since then, she has aiorked with Il
Manifesto and is noTt) a lmding mernber of
Demo cr azia Proletaria.

Iererny Lests frnd Gemrna Borriello
utent to intentiau Rossanda in htT office in
Rome to talk about her ais(ps on
communism today and, in particular, her
aiants on the present druelopntents in the
USSR. This ib a shortened aersion ,f the
intentis{t).

struggle and Xom'r

certainly not qtrLsdsi€d

that the U$Sffi will
become capitalist
tomomow. First of all,
because in Soviet
conditions I don't see

how state property can
become privatised. You

would really have to be

$azy to do this! And
secondly, despite all
these people who al€
constant$ going on
about the "West", it will
be a very different tune
that they play when
th.y realise that th.y
would have to pay the
market price for
everything that they
have been glven so

cheaply over these years
telephone, Bas,

electricity, transport, rent and so on.
Obne thing that has worried me greatly has

been the emeqgence of the great new Slavophile
Right. For a good while I really thought that thene

was a major danger here because they are fascists in
the true sense of the term fascist, extreme

Orthodox Christians, racist and anti-|ewish. The

picture of Great Russia versus the other Soviet
nationalities was really a horrible one to conceive.
At the elections last spring I thought that they
would be successfiJ. They had candidates and
supporters everywhere; in the pary and in the
Central Committee as well. Bondarev the writeq, is
one of the worst.

Anyway, th.y were completely routed at the

elections and this has grven me considerable heart
because they were defeated by conununists who
wetre, on the whole, not members of the

bureaucratic apparatus. So it's not a lost country by

any means, but the political fight must be carried

through; no one will grant socialism on a plate.
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These are really interesting times in the USSR.

To be sure, there are great contradictions, but
nothing could be worse than the kind of deathly
situation that prevailed under Brezhnev. Now
everything at least comes out in the open.

There are numerc)us articles in the prcss and
there are many well-knowrr reformery very
intelligent people like the new Deputy Prime

Ministeq, Leonid Abalkin, who are convinced, for
example, that the introduction of the market will be

the Soviet Union's salvation. Alt this clearly

demonstrates that there is a strong "rightist" current
in the Soviet Union; of that I'm absolutely

convinced. But I certainly prefer this right wing
current to the aforernentioned Slavophile one; at
least it's a modern philosophy.

It's indisprtable, I think, that the Swiet intelliguttsia
haae made enormous gains aaer the last 4 to 5 years of
rcfornts. But what about the Soaiet working class? Therc

haoe been numerous warnings, recently, that the party is
losing the unrking clnss and that when the working class

wal<es up to the fact that it is diwppwring fum the

political aruta, thut a political storm, maybe of
ranlutisnary prcWrtions, is going tobrcak.

To Eome extent, of course, this has happened
already with the miners'strikes earlier on this year.

One of the most signfficant events in the whole
period of reforrns u/as the 21-points plafform that
the strikers formulated at the height of the strikes,
and the workers' oryunisations that they then
established once the strike had ended.

Gorbachev's rcsponse to this was very positive,
especially when compared to the kind of comments
we were hearing from leading economists and
members of the inteligentsia. The lattel in
particulaq, have a tendency to be deeply anti-
worker and I have always been in conflict with the
Soviet intelligenbia over this attitude.

Anyway, the real point is, we can now begin to
see the beginning of a very strrrng and mature
debate taking place within the working class

movement. We are aware, for example (from
ktyara Zaslavskaya's Sociological Rese arch Centre),
that in Sverdlovsk workers' districts have begun to
oqganise themselves into a conunon movement and
have reopened old political issues like the struggle
for equality in Soviet society. Thus, for example, this
is a heavy industrial region which suffers acutely
fiom pollution and the workers ar€ now beginning
to campaign against the fact that they have been
forced to live in the centre of the pollution belt, with
all the accompanying problems of chronic diseases,

while the factory managers and the party cadres live
very happily and cleanly in their dachas in the
distant forests.

For me, this is the beginning, and only the

beginning of a new class struggle of a very mature

type. After years of humiliation, this is an

unexpected positive occurrence in the working
class.

Fastmt Europe is without doubt on the mqoe at the

moment and this has mised all kinds of spearlations frrrd

prospects about some futurc unity of ktrope. For the most

part, such speculations fall within the realm of an

mlarged, pto-capitalist EEC. Should the Europain lift
accqt this structure or should it be rytting forutard an

alternatiue structure of unity? And who should the

Westem l^eftbe talking to in Easteru Eurcry nsu)?

I should perhaps ask you what the European
I-eft is! At its best I can see a social democratic

Europe; a 'capitalist Left" that accepts the capitalist
qystem with some corrections. In the Gennan SPD
for instance, there is a left faction which takes a

reformist stance, not anti-capitalist by any means

but at least reformist in an interesting way. This is
not a majority faction, but it is the best we have in
Europe. I cannot comment on the British Labour
Parly because it's an oqganisation that I am not too
familiar with, but the French Socialist ferry is a
poor thing and the Spanish Socialist Party is really a
Uberal Party. Mind you, I dont want to morally
condemn the Spanish Socialists because the
historical conditions out of which they have recently

eme{ged were appalling.
As far as the Spanish Communist Party is

concerned, this has been very badly led by Santiago
Carrillo; the Communist Parly in France,

meanwhile, is led by a band of old sectarians.

Consequently, I simply don't see a "European
Left" that can pose itself the problem of developing
a relationship with the East in terms of a growth in
socialism and in terms of a widened democratic,
anti- capitalist position.

And the PCI?

The position of the PCI at the moment is

bordering on the suicidal. I certui*ly dont think it's
benefiting the pafty, not even tactically, to simply
discard the whole history of conununism; if nothing
else, it's a sign of great theoretical weakness,

Basically, they have never critically faced the history
of cofiununism; the democratic centralism, the

regimes in the East, the concentration camps and so

oh, and those of us who tried to do so were

silenced. And then all of a sudden, without any
kind of theoretical analysis whatsoevet they said

that atl of conununism was nothing short of a

horcr story. For me, this is a shameful thing and I
am more furious with the PCI now than when they
threw me out. When I left the ptrty, it was still a

grcat movement. This is no longer the case. I'm
huppy t left and I wouldn't go back now (despite

offers to do so). I really find detestable what they
are doing now. Yes, cofiununism has been the tool
of Stalin, but it has also been the banner under
which the best people in the world this century
have struggled...

*
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The tut on these centre peges was dmfted at the beginning of
this year in Berlin by Peter Brandt and Giinter Minnerap, in
order to initiate discr.rssion around the potitical positions put
foru,od in it, to canaass suwort for what the authorc belisue
must be the corneratwtes of socialist plicy in Europe in the
coming decade, and to take the firct stry towards a broqdly-
bssed, socialist cnmpaign for a new Eurcpe fallowing the
disintegrution of the Stalinist camp.
Alrwdy, a number of socialists f*rn both East and West,
including the British l^abour Member of Parliament Eric
Heffer as well as mentbers of the East Germnn SPD and
Unrted l-eft, haoe declnred tkeir suyport for this initiatiue.
Labour hcus on Eastern Europe utges all readers to do
lilewise and to giae it the widest possible cirqtlation. The
initial aim is to organise a meeting of as many supportets as
pssible later this Aean prvbably in Berlin, to prepare the
launching of n caffipaign along the political lines indicated in
the tut.
Plwse send your mesffiges of support and requests for further
copies of the appeal to our edrtorial address:

l-abowr Foans on Eastern Eurcpe
(Appeal)

P.O. Box 728
Southsea, Hants.

PO4 OTT

THE I NOVEMBER 1989 - the day the Berlin Wall fell - marks a
turning point in the history of Europe. The European post-war
order is disintegrating. One way or the other, the 199Os are going
to be a decade of transformation. But what role will the European
Left play in this process, and what will its outcome be? Will the
collapse of Stalinism lead to capitalist restoration in the East, or
will it be possible to build, for the first time, a
democratic-socialist alternative to capitalism? Will the EC evolve
into a new political and military superpower, or will we see the
birth of a new pan-European order based on democratic and
socialist ideals of freedom and equality?

The answer to these questions will, at least in part, depend
upon the ability of the European Left to rise to the challenge of
the 199Os. For decades, its two main components reflected the
confrontation between two power blocs in Europe: while the
communists were pro-Soviet and Stalinist, the social democrats
were pro-American and atlanticist. Neither the cause of
democratic reform in the East nor that of socialist change in the
West benefited from this confrontation. Now that the Stalinist
grip over Eastern Europe has been broken and the Soviet Union
has committed itself to asymmetrical disarmament, the
maintenance of NATO only serves to prolong the existence of the
Warsaw Pact, the continued presence of American nuclear
weapons and troops, particularly in Germany, only serves to keep
Soviet nuclear missiles and armed forces in Eastern Europe,
including Germany. In this sense, the European Left that we need
now must be as anti-Atlanticist as it must be anti-Stalinist.

But anti-Stalinism cannot be the same as anti-Sovietism, now
less than ever. The democratic revolutions that swept away the old regimes in Eastern Europe
during 1989 were made possible by the political reforms in Moscovv. The Soviet Union is an
integral part of Europe: Europe's political fate this century has always been determined by the
relationship between Germany and Russia, and will continue to be determined by it into the next
century. Just as it is inconceivable that a future European order could be lastingly based on the
division of Germany, it is inconceivable that the Soviet Union be locked out from it.

The Soviet Union needs Europe, and Europe needs the Soviet Union. lf Gorbachev's slogan of
the "common European house" is to have any real meaning, it is surely that from the
military-strategic, economic- technological, ecological and cultural standpoints alike the
interests of Europe form a complementary whole. But with every month that passes without
perestroika showing the desired economic benefits, the voices demanding either a radical
marketisation of Soviet industry and agriculture - in effect, the reintroduction of capitalism -
or a return to an iron bureaucratic dictatorship are growing louder in Moscow. At the same time,
the pressure from the West increases, and so do the centrifugal tendencies in the USSR itself
and in the "socialist camp".

Nobody should have any illusions about the terrible orgy of reaction this could lead to. But that
is not inevitable. The capitalist reconquest of Eastern Europe has barely begun in earnest, the
Stalinists are on the run, and the labour movement remains strongly entrenched in Western
Europe. The building blocks for a common European home not dominated by the Right are there,
the important job now is to get broad agreement about its architecture to enable the
construction work to begin.

O The democratic revolutions in Eastern Europe willfail their historic task if their economic
results are general privatisation and unfettered capitalist market economies. lnstead of returning
to the working people control over their living and working conditions, this would remove the
economy from social control and transfer real power from the bureaucratic elite of Stalinism to a
new ruling class of private capital owners, rather than to the people. The revolt against
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bureaucratic privileges would have led not to socialjustice and equality, but to deepened class
divisions, social insecurity, unemployment, poverty and exploitation. The first task for the
European left as a whole is therefore to oppose the threatened restoration of capitalist re]ations
of production in Eastern Europe.

o Such a stance, however, can only be credibly taken if at the same time the Left takes
seriously the deep economic and ecological crisis in which the East European societies find
themselves after decades of bureaucratic mismanagement - which have brought much
discredit over socialist ideas - and offers viable non-capitalist solutions. Opposing capitalist
restoration does not mean opposition to Western economic aid and close East-West
cooperation, even if the Western parties involved are capitalist states and enterprises. On the
contrary the problems of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe will not be solved without a
comprehensive program of European cooperation - but such cooperation must take place on
the basis of equality and mutual advantage, without one-sided exploitation and sell-outs. There
is only one power that can guarantee this: the democratic control of the producers over the use
of their products. Democracy and the transparency of social development are incompatible with
the private marketisation of the decisive means of production. Of course, the chances for a
non-exploitative economic cooperation between East and West are better if socialist
governments and democratically-controlted enterprises represent the Western side. ln that
sense, there is a true complementary unity between the interests of the democratic Left in the
new democracies of Eastern Europe and the old democracies of Western Europe.

o The military confrontation between the two blocs in Europe has had very damaging
consequences for the living standards of their peoples: particularly, of course, in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe where the arms race was directly at the expense of meeting
consumers' needs, due to their weaker economic-technological foundations, but also in Western
Europe. A security system under the roof of the common European home is therefore not only
necessary in order to finally lift the fear of war from the Europeans, but also as an essential
precondition for an all-European economic revival. Such a security partnership on the basis of
minimal and purely defensive armaments and, above all, freedom from ABC weapons, would
also make a great contribution to the ecological health of the continent of Europe.

o Another urgent requirement is for an all-European ecology plan, in order to find new
approaches in energy and industry policy to clean up the environment through international
cooperation and division of labour. The need for such an ecology plan, which willdemand deep
intervention in the economic infrastructure and existing investment autonomies (at both micro
and macro economic levels) is yet another reason for rejecting an extension of the market
economy.

o Overcoming East-West confrontation and substantial disarmament will also release the
means for quantitatively and qualitatively increased, fraternal aid to the peoples of the Southern
hemisphere. A united Europe independent of America would be a far more effective force in
bringing about a new world economic order.

o A common European home must be based on the principles of equality and
self-determination both internally and externally: all nations must have the right to freely decide
upon their statehood and thus also, in the final analysis, to form new associations or to secede
from existing ones. This is only possible with the simultaneous dissolution of NATO and the
Warsaw Pact and the withdrawal of all foreign troops from all European countries. Existing
economic and financial groups (EC, CMA, EFIA, etc) can only continue to exist in their present
form for a transitional period and should immediately be cleansed of any military-strategic
dimensions.

These six principles constitute a minimum program on the basis of which social democrats,
socialists, anti-stalinist communists, left Christians, Greens, radicaldemocrats and others on the
Left in Europe East and West can unite without abandoning or denying their remaining
differences. Such a broad alliance beyond traditional party barriers and national frontiers will
prevent the new Europe from becoming a playground of the trusts and reactionaries, making
Eastern Europe as the "new frontier" of capitalist expansion.
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Democratic opposition
in CPSU rallies

T
Tronsloted ond introduced by Rick Simon

FIE PUBUCAION OF the "Democratic Platform"
in Pravda on 3 March 1990 is an historic event. For
the first time since the 1920s, a programmatic
statement of an o{ganised tendenry other than that
of the parry leadership has been published in the
official parly press.

The months leading up to the 28th Party
Congress in june/]uly will now be filled with a
rather mor€ substantial debate about the internal
democracy of the CPSU and its future role in Soviet
society and there has been much speculation that
the Congrcss itself will witness a split in the ranks
of the party with the possible formation of a social-
democratic alternative.

"Democratic Platform" is the party-based
analogue of the parliamentary Inter-Regional
Group. Mu.y of the latter's leading figures are also
members of "Democratic Platform". It was founded
on the 20-21, |anuary 1990 in Moscow at a
conference attended by 1,000 delegates from lU
party clubs in 102 cities representing 51000 parly
members. Its founding document, the "Democratic
Plafform", claims the new oqganisation has
memberrs in 13 of the 15 Union republics.

The "Democratic Platform" is a counterposition
to the official Draft Platform adopted by the CPSU
Central Committee Plenum in kbruary 1990. The
main differences between the two platforms are
outlined in a round-table discussion of
"Democratic Platform" in Pravda's "Discussion
Sheet No.L1" on 3 March 1990. Speaking on behalf
of "f)emocratic Platform", V. Lysenko aqgues that
the coilunon features that do exist between the
documents enables a dialogue to take place between
tendencies in favour of democratisation of thc party.
There is agreement on the need for a multi-party
system, oil the abolition of Article 6 of the USSR
Constitution, which guarantees the CPSU's
"leading and directing rcle" in society, i.e. its
monopoly of political powe4 on the necessity of the
CPSU to fight for its positions in society within the
framework of competitive elections and on certain
mechanisms needed to democratise the party.

The differences arE the following: firstly, that the
CPSU continues to consider itself a "vanguard
ptrV', the only force capable of consolidating
society and of taking perestroika through to its
conclusion. "Democratic Platform" considers that
this standpoint only serves to discredit the CPSU
still further and that the successful completion of
perestroika demands the formation of a
parliamentary p*y on an equal footing with other
political parties. Secondly, the leadership of the
CPSU fails to acknowledge the crisis in which the
party finds itself and is thus unable to advance
adequate measures for its resolution. Thirdly, that
the party's functions in terms of cadre policy and

elaborating theory are just the sarne as before and
that the CC's Draft Platform is supposed to
underpin the activity of the entire Soviet people.
This denies the possibility of alternative
programmes for a way out of the crisis and denies
ihe ?emocratic right 6f tfre Soviet people to choose
between competing prografiunes. Fourthly, the
Draft Platform fails to address the crisis of
conununist ideology (although it does not mention
the word "communism"). Fifthly, it maintains the
principles of democratic centralism and of
trrritorial-productive oqganisation which, without
exceptiory are principles of operation of
"totalitarian" parties. It is interesting that this
mainstay of Cold War ideology should re-emerye in
the language of radicals inside the CPSU at a time
when it has been laqgely discrediEd in the West.
Finally, there is an adherence to unity for the sake of
unity, which has been a ruling idea for decades but
which is now completely at odds with reality both
within the party and in society at larye.

There is a clear tension in the "Democratic
Platform" between the need and possibility of
reforming the CPSU and thus staying inside it and
of forming a new party as part of the transition to a
multi-party system. Yeltsin considers that "before
arriving at a multi- party system, it would be
necessary to allow separate factions and platforms
to exist inside a single parly. This would be an
interesting transitional iltornent...' Interesting
indeed! There are thus a number of embryonic
political parties inside the CPSU and this fact is
rcflected inside "Democratic Platform" itself. While
"Democratic Platform" as a whole calls itself a'lefto
bloc, this exprcssion scrves to mask a wide variety
of political opinions within it. This ranges from
extreme marketisers to those, whose emphasis is on
democratic planning, maintenance of social
guarantees and workers' self - management.

Yuri Afanasyev is emerging as a leading
proponent of social- democratic ideas within
"Democratic Platform". At the Ianuary founding
conference, he aryred strongly against the entire
Leninist tradition. He considered that, in essence,
the CPSU was faithful to l-enin's original ideas and
he resurrected the old social-democratic notion that
Russia had been unprepared for socialism,
"consequently, this socialism could not arise
naturally, but could only be attached to this society
and introduced into it from above through the
dictatorship of the proletariat. But since matters
were unclear both in relation to the proletariat and
to the possibility of its dictatorship, a vanguard
party was required" (Russkaya Mysl, 2611190). The
pafty as the leading and monoPolistic force in
society was also part of the Leninist legary. What
was at issue, thercfote, was a t€-examination of the
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entirc heritage of the October Revolution which
gives the parly apparatus its legitimary. The logical
conclusion of this viewpoint is that the CPSU is
irreformable and that there is a need to found a
new, distinctly different parly.

In reply to allegations of a split, V.
Shostakovsky, a member of "Democratic Platform's
Co-ordinating Council, argtred in the Pravda
Discussion Sheet that there was a dangeq, but that it
carne from the maintenance of a "centrist path, a
centrist policy, a policy of the party leadership"
endless compromises and not from the formation of
any platforms or grcups in the pxty'. Instead
Shostakovsky aqgued for the departure of those
responsible for slowing down the prccesses of
renewal and for stagnation inside the party.

Nevertheless, the run-up to the Parly Congress
is going to prcduce many tensions inside the C['SU.
Ah",eady a number of local party leaderships have
been forced out and replaced by democratically-

elected officials but the procedures for electing
delegates to the Congress seem to have been left
obscure, with the possibility that different party
oqganisations will adopt different methods, that
many delegaEs will be elected on an undemocratic
basis and that the whole legitimacy of the Congress
will be open to challenge. Yeltsin is confident that
the Draft Platform can be radically amended
through discussion in the primary party
oqganisations and that it will again be amended at
the Congress if delegaEs are elected democratically.
What will be his reaction given the likelihood that
this will not happen is open to question. What is
certain is that stormy political debates will continue
inside the CPSU and that the tension inherent in
the "Democratic Platform" will be resolved, one
way or anothe4 in the practice of tying to transform
the party.

DEMOCRATIC PTATFORM
FORTHE 28TH CONGRESS OF

THE CPSU
To the Hitoial Board of Praoda:
Dear Comrades!
V{e propose the publication in the Party's central

otgan, Praoda, ,f the "Demouatic Platform in the
CPSU". This u)as adopted at the All-Llnion Conference
of the country's Party clubs and Party organiutions on
2A-21 lanuary 1990 in Moscolu. While haaing a number
of positions in common with the D*ft Platform of the
CPSU, rt is, at the same time, radicnlly different from the
Cmtral Committee doument both concrytually (the
concept of tunting the CPSU into a parliamentary and
not a oanguard party) and in contutt.

We think that communists u)iil ottly be able to malce a
conscious choice and determine precisely hout thsy want
to see their party in the future in the conditions of broad
intm-Wrty pluralism, in the coutse of free disarcsion
and by haaing the opportunity to become acquainted with
all points of vieu) and platforms which uist in the Party.

We hope that the words of the CC's Draft Platform on
the rwdiness 'to uamine altentatioe dmfts" will not be
diwrced fum reality.

The C-o-ordinating Council of the "Democratic
Platform in the CPSU", 75 Febraary 7990.

DEMOCRATIC PTAITORM FORTHE 28IH
CONGRESS OF THE CPSU

1. The Crisis in Society and in the Parfy
We, conununists of 162 Party clubs and

oqganisations from 102 cities and 13 Union
republics, united on the democratic plafform,
actively support the radical changes begun in all
spheres of the social life of our country on the
initiative of progressive forces in the Party.

At the same time, we are seriously worried at
the fate of perestroika in connection with the crisis
situation both in society as a whole and in the Party
itself.

The crisis, with its roots stretching back into

history is taking hold of ever more spheres in the
lifb of society. Reforms are suspended in mid-air.
Inflation is rising. The supply of food to the
population is deteriorating despite the measures
that have been taken. The list of goods in short
supply is constantly increasing. The accident rate
involving luqg. -scale bchnological systems is
assuming menacing proportions.

Their is ever increasing tension in the relations
between peoples. In many regions of the country, a
calamitous ecological situation has arisen. Crime,
particularly organised crime, is on the inctrease.

Political and legal reforms, the transfer of real
power from the hands of the krty apparatus to the
Soviets, the crcation of legal guarantees of openness
(glasnost) and socialist values, are being carried out
extremely inconsistently.

This is all increasing the masses' discontent,
leading to a decline in the leadership's authority and
fuelling the rise in social tension and political
instability in society.

The ruling parly bears fundamental
rcsponsibility for further deepening the crisis which
has brought society to the danger mark. In present
conditions, the CPSU is itself experiencing a crisis
which is affecting all aspects of the krly's vital
activity: ideological, political, oryanisational and
moral.

The starting point is the crisis of conununist
ideology and first and foremost that modification of
it which has dominated the CPSU for decades" In
present conditions, in a world of new political
thinking, the inconsistenry and amoralif of many
me;U:rs and methods for achieving pmclaimed goals
and the incommensurability of the price with the
actual results of " real socialism' is evident.
Dogmatic notions of the historic mission of the
working class, of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
of the inevitability and necessity of socialist
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Profesaor Yuri Afanasiev, historian and Hemrber of Parliarnent, represents
the liberal wing of the Democratic Platform. lle caused furore recently by

ascribing all the ills of Soviet society to l-enin and the Bolshevik
revolution.

revolution, of socialism without markets, of the
possibility of popular power without political
pluralisffi, of the law-given gmwth of the leading
nrle of ruling conununist parties, of the primary of
social over individufll, and of international over
national, interests, ar€ in need of radical revision.
Today, only the first sbps have been taken on the
rcad to the renewal of the party's theoretical
baggage, ond the process of the CPSU's
inteqpretation of the real processes of perestroika,
which has been implemented in the main through
old, undemocratic methods, is being more and
more delayed while lagging behind social needs and
creating an ideological vacuum in society.

The most important manifestation of the crisis is
the increasing ideological and political
differentiation within the [%rty. At present, the
following basic tendencies have formed and exist
alongside each other inside the party:

1.. Conservative-Stalinist, which stands for a
cosrnetic repair of party structures and is against
any serious changes either in the parly or in society;

2. Moderate-reformist (centrist), which is for
partial changes which would permit a transition
from a direct and open partocrary to the CPSU's
indirect rutre within the framework of a one-parry
qystenn;

3. Radical-reformist, which struggles for a
radical reform of the CPSU in the direction of a
modern dernocmtic parliamentary pafty, operating
in the conditions of a rnulti-party system.

The concealment of the existing principled
differences, the suppression of dissent in the prty
through oqganisational measules, the striving to
preserve the mythical unity at any price will lead to
the further deepening of the ideological crisis in the
CPSU and to the weakening of the parly's
ideological and political influence over the masses.

The crisis of ideology is indissolubly linked with
the political crisis of the parl.]', and of society as a
whole. The present ideologrcal system, which has
become that of the state and totally dominant, has
determined the path of social development for
decades on end by leading the country towards
state, totalitarian socialism. It would, therefore, be
incorrect to see the crisis of the CPSU simply as the
manifestation of current contradictions in its
developrnent. Its sourres reach back to the
establishment of the totalitarian system of power in
our country, the joining of party and state and the
turning of the CPSU into the core of this system,
enjoying a monopoly over property, power and
ideologz... The CPSU has not been a political parly,
as a social movement and a mass democratic
organisation, in the true sense of the word for many
years.

Today, when the crisis of the totalitarian system
and of the entire preceding model of our
development is upon us, the utter
inappropriateness of the neo-Stalinist, anti-
democratic model of the party and of its place and
role in the political system to conEmporary
processes of social development becomes ever more
obvious. There were sufficient healthy forces among
progressive layers in the party to tum the helm of
leadership and begrn perestroika but, in its present
eonditiory the parly cannot cope with the task
which has fallen to it of carrying the prccesses of
perestroika through to their logical conclusion.
While having provided the impulse to economic
and political reform, the CPSU has not embarked at
the sarne time on a radical revision of its nrle in
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society and on its own democmtic reform and h
falling ever further behind positive social processes
and tuming into a fundamental brake on
perestroika. The further rebntion of its monopoly
position in society by the party, or more precisely
the party-StaE apparatus, is extnemely dangemus
not only for society but also for the parly itsef for it
leads to ib degrading and loss of authority and
influence among the masses.

The serious lag of party democratisation behind
the democratisation of society was distinctly
revealed during the spring elections for people's
deputies, the work of the First C-ongress of Soviets
and the session of the Supreme Soviet.

The elections exposed both the elecbrate's
increasing mistrust of the party-State apparatus, of
candidaEs from the nomenklatura system and the
people's broad support for democratically-minded
candidaEs, including communists.

The work of the session and of the Congress
gnphically demonstrated that ponrer remains, as
before, in the hands of the apparatus, and that the
hlitburo and the C-entral Committee have no
intentions of re-examining their functions. Millions
of Soviet people were convinced that, having fuiled
to alter the party's position in society and having
faited b rebuild the CPSU on a democratic
foundation, it was impossible to ensure the bander
of all power into the hands of the Sovieb and
therefu carry out a radical restructudng in society.

But this strategic lag of the CPSU made ibelf
known especially sharply during the summer
miners strikes when local authorities and the
central apparatus proved comple@ly unprcpar€d to
contrrol the situation, when in a number of regions
there was actual dual power with the strike
cpmmittees becoming the real powel and the
party-state structures had only a nominal hold on
it. The general re-election of management and of
trade union and party committees and the demands
for the calling of extraordin{y ptrty forums are a
serious waming to the ruting party.

The further deepening of tendencies to delay
could lead to the party's defeat in the elections to
republican and local olgans of poivrr, the
cpnsequenc€s of which would be catastrophic for
the CPSU.

Indissolubly linked with the ideological and
political crises is the oqganisational crisis of the
party. The present party structures, which began to
Ake shape at the tum of the cantuqy and became
definitirrely ossified in the 1930s and 1940s, urere
designed for the seizure and maintenance of power
and serrred to ensure the monolithic unity of the
'otder of Knights', to supprcss all democraqy,
pluralism and dissent in the party and to enable the
party apparatus to manage the economy and
culture directly.

The super-centralise4 anti-democratic, strictly
hierarchical structure of a party of the totalitariarU
neo-Stalinist type dfuectly contradicEd the interesb
of millions of rank-and-file communisb, the needs
of perestroika and the values of democratic
socialism.

The chief link crmenting the undemocratic
characEr of both the party itself and the whole
political system is the principle of democratic
cenbalism.

Democratic Centralism :

a. does not guarantee genuine pluralism of
opinions in the party and the opportunity, through
organisational means, to defend those opinions and

criticise decisions that have been taken;
b. does not guarantee the defence of the rights

of minorities. which frequently generate innovative
ideas, and thus condemns the party to permanent
stagnation;

c. gives no rights to take decisions to those
directly affuced by prescribing the necessity for
lorarer organisations to be subordinaE to superior
ones on all questions;

d. forbids the formation within the party of
horizontal links, as a result of which the party
apparatus becpmes all-powerful and unconbolle4
capable of manipulating the opinions both of
individual communists and of entire party
oqganisations;

e. dictaEs ilon e>ecutive discipline, which
excludes creative originality and activity frcm below,
theref leading to the lerrelling of the party ranks
and the tuming of communists into appendages of
the pa*y apparatus;

f. does not permit members of the CPSU,
elected as people's deputies, to express the will of
their electorate but that of superior party o€ans.

The second major sourre of the party's
undemocratic characEr is the nomenklatura system
of selection and placement of cadres for everything
which leads to the 'partisation' of all leading
positions and the formition of a party-staE elite
with its own corporate intercsts, comrpted by
irresponsibility, surmunded by privileges,
wallowing in conuption and protectionism and
abushg power and a section of which is closely
linked with the shadow economy and oqganised
crime.

The moral crisis of the pa*y is patent and this in
tum provokes a crisis of confidence on the part of
the population and also of rank-and-file
communists in leading party workers and the entire
party. Sympbms of the pmgressirre sickness arc the
decline in the numbens of those wishing to join the
pafty, an incrcase in those leaving the party and the
declining number of those writrng for the party
Pr€ss.

All these manifestations of the general party
crisis ale evidence of the fact that the old model of
the party is no longer working. Moreove{, as the
experience of several years of percstoika in our
country and in a number of other East Eulopean
countries has shown, it cannot be reformed from
above. Thus, at the present stage what is needed is
not the improvement and perfucting of existing
pafty structures but a radical democratic reform of
the party which envisages a transition from the
btalitarian party model to a modem, democratic,
parliamentary party model within the framework of
a multi-pa*y system.

The achievement of the consisEnt
implementation of this reform from below in ib
radical variant, is the strategic task of Democratic
Pladorm and of all advanced forrces in the party.

2. Radiel Retorn of the CPSU
In present conditions, the foremost task is the

elaboration of the conception of democratic reform
of the CPSU and, on that basis, of an anti-crisis
prcgramme for our party. This reform must hcome
the central link of an ensemble of democratic
reforms aimed at the definitive elimination of the
regime and a transition to democratic socialism.

Democratic Plafform advances its own notion of
reform of the CPSU. Our starting-point is that the
implementation of rebrm and the transition to
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political pluralism cannot be instantaneous. It
presupposes a considered and prepared
transformation in stages. If hasb in carrying out the
reform might lead b chaos and analchy, to the loss
of control over society, then slowness and
inordinate carefulness will thleaEn to turn into the
restoration of totalitarianism and the downfrll of
percs{noika.

To carry out reform of the party there appear to
us tro be two basic stages which comprise the
following:

1st Stage; the transfer of power from the
monopoly ruting parly to the Soviets and the
democratisation of the party.

The beginning of this stage was the 'Malch'
rerrolution - the elections in spdng 1989 to the
Congress of [tople's Deputies. Its content is the
gradual curtailment of the party's functions of
power. The party refuses to interfere directly in
economic, social and spiritual life and narrows the
scope of ib cadre policy by concentrating its
atEntion on ideological and political leadership.
Supreme power is transferred to the Congress of
Rople's Deputies and, in the localities, to the
Soviets. This is all realised within the framework of
the concept of the separation of legislative, er<ecutive
and judicial power.

The leading role of the party in society ctases to
be a constitutionally reinforced monopoly and is
based eralusively on its authority and ability to
continue the role of initiator of the processes of
perestroika.

A division occurs between the radical and
conservative wings of the party and various
plafforms, group and frachons are formed.

At the sarne time, the formation of the
democratic structures of civil society, the creation of
new political oqganisations and movements, which
are preparing the ground for the appearance of
different political parties, continues. We believe that
only the alliance of the progressive wing of the
CPSU and the independent democratic movement
of the people is capable of providing perestroika
with a real social base and of leading it out of its
prcsent staE of crisis.

To realise these changes within the framework
of the first stage the following ar€ nec€ssary:

1. The revision of the USSR C-onstitution (repeal
of Article 6) and the adoption of a Law on Social
Oqganisations (or a Law on Political Parties) in
which the fleedom to found political parties and
their equal righb would be guaranteed and their
political status defincd.

2. The implementation of a reform of ideology
which must find its concentrated expression in a
new party Programme.

We have the following understanding of such a
reform:

a. The rejection of a dogmatic inErpretation of
Marxism. The utilisation of that part of the Marxist
heritage which retains its significance in
contemporary conditions. In futme, the party must
make the widest use of the leading achievements of
human thought, repudiating approaches and
schemas which hinder the process of constant
renewal and creative research;

b. A truthful acknowledgement of the massive
responsibility which the CPSU bears for the resulb
and consequences of the totalitarian regime in our
country. A fulI and irrevocable condemnation of the
model of staE socialism, which has led our counhy
into profound crisis, is essential.

c. A scientific definition of the aim of the
reforms being canied out, the definitive liquidation
of the totalitarian regime and the transition to
democratic socialism, founded on the priority of
universal human inberests and values: the principles
of democracy, humanism, pluralism, social justice,
non-violence, solidarity and tolerance towards
other philosophies and social systems.

3. The implementation of a reform of
o€anisational structures and intra-party relations
on the basis of new and democratic Rules of the
CPSU.

The goal of the reform is the replacement of the
principle of democratic centralism by generally
agreed democratic principles (the elective principle,
openness, removability, the subordination of the
minority to the majority while granting
constitutional guarantees to defund minority tights)
and the complete repudiation of the nomenklatura
system.

To this end, we pnopose the following principled
changes in the Rules of the CPSU:

secretaries of primary party o{ganisations, raikoms,
gorkoms, members of party commitEes and
delegates to party forums that are direct, alternative,
plafform-based, by secret ballot and with the fi'ee
nomination of candidates;

gnrupings, and ideological tendencies by repealing
the resolution of the Tenth Congress of the RCP(b)
'On the Unity of the party",

structures in the party (for example, associations for
particular aims, or according b functional,
professional and other interests);

party communications fmm subordination to the
party's e><ecutive oryans, making them accountable
only to a party congrcss or conference;

congr€sses and conferences retain their powers for
the whole period up to a new party forum (unless
the delegaE is rccalled);

advantages for electsd activists and the apparatus
which undermine the party's authority;

system by elections, competitions and other
democratic mechanisms for selecting cadres;

national self-consciousness, which is reinforcing
the tendency of republics towards independence
(and the possible renewal of the agreement on the
formation of the USSR), to go over as conditions
mature to a federal principle of building the CI€U
to accord with the building of our staE and to crcate
a Communist Party of Russia.

The temporary boundaries and character of this
transitional stage will be determined in the main b,,
the boundaries of political and ideological pluralism
in the party itself: the more quickly and radically
the prccess of democratising the CPSU advances,
the softer and more painless will be the transfer of
all power to the Soviets and to the formation of a
multi-party system.

2nd stage: Tuming the CPSU into a
parliamentary party, operating in the conditions of a
multi-party system and of a law-given,
parliamentary state.

We consider that the feasibility of a transition to
this stage is connected: first, with the definitive
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confirmation of the Soviets'complete power and the
foundation of a new parliamentary, law-given
state; second with the appearance of mass political
parties and oqganisations, capable of genuinely
participating in the implementation of power and of
assuming the responsibility for governing the
country; third, with turning the CPSU into an

authentically modern, democratic pry, prepared
for a dialogue on equal terms with other political
forces, including those i, opposition to it. These all
cneate the possibility of a transition to a
parliamentary system with prroportional
representation of parties in the oryans of power in
conformity with the direct will of the electorate. The
logical beginning of this stage is the preparation and
holding of the next (or extraordinary) elections for
USSR people's deputies.

While being in favour of our parfy's prcservation
of its leadership positions, we believe that the
CPSUb right to political leadership must be gained
exclusively through elections and must be
corroborated by its theoretical and practical activity
and its ability to resolve constructively the problems
facing society.

In this period the party focuses its attention on
four basic functions: programmatic (the elaboration
of socio-economic, political and other prcgrarrunes
representing alternatives to the countryz's
parliament), political (the struggle to win a majority
of seats in elections to the oqgans of power at all
levels and, in the event of victory the formation of a
government and the c?ryTg- oul of its electoral
programme), ideological (fighting for its ideas and
views in conditions of ideological pluralism,
propaganda and agitation for its ideas, winning
citizens to its side and into the ranks of the CPSU)
and oqganisational (the oqganisation of intra-party
relations on genuinely de mocratic foundations) .

The maximum simplification and
decentralisation of the party structure and the
elimination of superfluous intermediate links
between the Central Committee and the primary
party oqganisations take place.

The further democratisation of inner-parly life
is realised in accordance with the principle that
decisions taken by parfy oqganisations, within the
limits of the powers granted to them,, cannot be
overturned by higher parry bodies.

A mechanism is created for the holding of
rcferenda on radical problems in the life of the party
and its individual oqganisations.

The CPSU's parliamentary fraction enjoys broad
autonomy in its activity and is subject only to the
party congress.

At this stage, the final oqganisational
demarcation takes place between radicals and
conservatives in the party. The various currents of
ideas, platforms and factions, which arose at the
previous stage, can form the basis for several
political parties rcpresenting various models of
socialism and the means for ib achievement.

In general outling these are the political,
ideological and organisational changes to the CPSU
proposed by 'Democratic Plafform".

The most effective means for the consideration
and adoption of a concept of democratic reform of
the party is, in our opinion, the holding of an all-
party discussion within the framework of the
preparations for the 28th Congress of the CPSU.
frkirg into account the exceptionally difficult
situation in which the party and country finds itself,
"Democratic Platform" insists on the holding of an
extraordi."ry CPSU Congress with the following
agenda:

f,. The crisis in the parly and the means for
getting out of iU 2. On the transfer of power to the
Soviets and the new place of the parly in the
political system of society; 3. The fundamental
directions of radical democratic reform of the CPSU;
4, Election of a neu/ Central Committee, Politburo,
General Secretary, editor-in-chief of Pravda and
other party oryans.

At the s6une time as being in favour of a radical
reform of the pary, we do not entertain any
illusions that the consen/ative section of the party
and the parly apparatus will willingly go along with
such a form of change. A stubborn fight is in
prospect. But we are convinced that, if the CPSU
strives in the future to maintain its leading
positions, which will be based on popular trust,
then there is no neal positive altemative to
democratic reform. By the sarne token, if the
healthy forces inside the CPSU are unable to carry
through a radical, democratic transformation, the
crisis will inevitably lead the party either to political
bankruptcy (as in Poland), ot to the iron hand (as in
China).

We appeal to all who adhere to democratic
principles to come out in favour of democratic
rcform of the CPSU to declarc yourselves, to unite
and crcate something that is not contrary to the
party rules - "Democratic Platform", the means for
reforming the parly is the creation of horizontal
structures; party clubs, inter-regional associations
of corununists, councils of secretaries of party
organisations with similar political positions; the
winning over of the majority in the official
structures. We appeal for the nomination and
election of delegates to the party congress according
to platfornns.

fr'fr,2,.
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FOR MATERIAL
AND FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE FOR

collapse of oppressive bureaucratic On the other
itis "

This is wtry the eme{gence of an independent socialist and
union movement Soviet Union is such an ,,,:,,i;,

We, the undersigned, have been authorised by Boris
Kagarlitsky and SOTSPROF to publicise this new movement

movement sponsons tour.

hot

PLEASE SEND DONATIONS AND OFFERS OF HELP

Alice Mahon MP, Treasurer, PO Box 2988, London WC1 N3XX Cheques to be made payable to
Alice Mahon, SOTSPROF
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The
AIte
Programme of the Polish Socialist Party
(Democratic Revolution)

and a pamgmph in the
orcamble which identified the'Partu with the rwolutionnru
trad{tion of the internationil
worlcerc' niooement.

hegunonic and upansionist Germsn capitalism rcducing
hknd to neo-colonial status.

Incnl goaetnment elections will take place shortly in
Poland, ai will the Solidanry Congress - both agaiist a
backsround of a threatutini srou)th of risht winq and
auttioitarian'politiwl ary&ti, toggtlter wTtn a cofrosiae
anti-sernitic pamnoia, in the rnidst ,f a continuing
prcfound econbmic and politiul crisis.

For Polish socialists, this situation W*s shary
strategic choices. They could act as domestic agents of
foreign, especiallv German, capttal, prhaps under the'umbVelk df the Socialist Intrriational: thii uny lies the
chance of aerv substantial funding from abrcad.
Alternatioely, tfre7 can decide ihat tlft Polish rmrking
class needs- aboae all its ouln indqendent politiwl
representation to defend it against austerity,
unemoloument and aiaatistion. This muns buildins
organ'ised resistance'on the left of Sotidaity. The onfi
lilcelv allies for such a proiect arc authentically socialist
caients in ihe internatlonat taUour nnaentent. "

PSP(DR) in Socialist

Daaid Holland

Adopted at the First Congres$ of PSP(DR) in Wroclaw on 10th
December 1.989.

The socialist movement, established in the Nineteenth
Century, is an expnession of protest against the econornic
exploitation and the political expropriation of working people. At
the s€une time it is the inspiration for a systemic socialist
alternative, which is opposed to the inhuman models of
development which characterise both capitalism and
conununism. The basis of socialist thought is the conviction of the
need for a role for man as a subject in social development, the
need for labour to be treated as a means to make possible
liberation frcm exploitatiory poverty', domination and alienation.

The hlish Socialist Party from its foundation (in 1892) has
played an active part in the struggle for the practical realisation of
socialist ideas, orienting the struggle of the workers towands
Freedom, Equality and Independence. The activities of Polish
socialists during the 1905 revolution belong to this tradition. It
was on the initiative of the PSB during the dawn of the Second

Republic, that some of the most progrcssive social legislation IMas

introduced. It was owing to the consistently resolute opposition
of fblish Socialist Parly activists to anti-democratic activities that
they more than once paid a high price. In the history of the PSP
ar€ inscribed the names of such people: Boleslaw Limanowski,
kliks Perl, Edward Abramowski, Ipacy Daszynski, Mecryslaw
Niedzialkowski, Kazimierz Puzak, Adarn Ciolkosz and Zygmunt
Zarcba.

More than 4A yearc ago, the cornmunists crushed the hlish
socialist movement. Aftei the wag the crypto-communist PSP
subjected itself to the Polish Workens'Parly and eventually united
with it to form the Polish United Workers'Parly (PUWP). This led
to the destruction of the Polish Socialist Party. Muny activists who
stood by their beliefs perished in Soviet and hlish prisons.

The-reborn PSB established n 19W ended a A0-year period in
which no oryanised political subject existed. In December 1988,

the PSP adoprcd the suffix "Demooatic Revolutioil,' which is the
term used tb characterise the process of change that begu. in
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1980, and has now engulfed the entirc Eastern bloc.
PSP(DR) wishes to be the heir of the best revolutionary

traditions of the international workers' movement, frcm the kris
Commung via the Budapest workers' councils in 1956 and the
mass world-wide workers' and students' struggles in 1968-69.
PSP(DR) adheres to the independent democratic ltlish tradition,
to the programme of social democracy of the Warsaw Rising and
to the radical social principles of the Testament of the Polish
Undergruund, from the l"st luly 1945. Likewise it associates itseU
with the strugles of Polish workers for a dignified life and
political freedom in 1956, 1W0, 1y76, and 1"980. Our immed"iate
nrots stem frcm the undeqground trade union, publishing and
political activity of Solidarity in the 1.980's. We conceive ourselves
as the continuation of the revolutionary conceptions of Solidarity
and of the struggle for a Self-Managmg Republig as adopted by
the First Congress of Solidarity in 1981.

PSP(DR) is a workers' pafiy which must ensure political
independence for the woikers, the trade union and self -
management movement.

PSP(DR) is a party of the Democratic Revolution. This is a
prccess of social emancipation frcm below, which will lead to a
fusion of parliamentary democratic forms with self-managrng
ones.

PSP(DR) is a parly of the new left, which seeks its own novel
road to the realisation of the principles of Frcedom,
Independence and SeU-Management.

PSP(DR) is a party of international solidarity, which sees in
close co-operation with anti-totalitarian and socialist movernents
and workers parties the possibility of liberation fnrm state
oppression and economic enslavement.

Polish Changes
The alliance concluded between the opposition elite and the

nomenklatura rests upon an agreement on a prc-rnarket and
pro-capitalist course of change in the economy. The immediate
result of this has been the rescue of the ruling nomenklatura at
the price of the admission of part of the opposition to power" At
the sarne time, Solidarity has been transformed from an
organisation struggling for the rights and interests of the workers
into an instrument for wielding power. This is expressed in the
conception of the union as a parhrer in goverrunent. In reality it
has had to become a mechanism for transmitting orders frcm the
government to the workers. The union has become burdened
with co-responsibility for pnrduction. The nomenklatura has
realised that the previously existing system of rule over society
has broken down and has executed indispensable manoeuvr€s to
adapt. It is to this end that changes have been effected in the
public face of the PUWP fiom a communist style to a social
democratic one, frcm governing to co-operating in government.
Part of its privileges arc being exchanged for the profits arising
frcm ownership, rather than political authority. They have
maintained control over the institutions which will grre them
influence during the period of changes in the system (The Office
of the Presidency, the Ministries of Defence and Internal Affairs,
local goverrunent).

***
The nomenklatura's strategy for its survival depends upon

three factors:

1) The Geopolitical Aqgument
The geopolitical aqgument jtrstified martial law. It has also

been used by the I-ech Walesa group to justify the alliance it has
concluded with the martial law team. Its modern version finds its
expression in the disciplining of society under the slogan of not
hindering Gorbachev and his policy of perestroika. This
reasoning arises from the identification of the Soviet liberalisation
as the main cause of the changes takirg place in the bloc as a
whole. Howeve{, penestroika must of necessity modernise the
state, since this is the essential condition for maintaining the
USSR's power. It also requires a continual widening of grass roots
social movementg over which the liberal Kremlin team is ever

mor€ clearly losing control. The goals of perestnoika are thenefore
in contradiction with those of societies emancipating themselves.
To the architects of perestroika the question is the modernisation
and strengthening of the governing qystem. For the societies it is a
question of exiting from the totalitarian system and moving
towards political democracy. The limits of perestroika are defined
by the interests of the nomenklatura. It is still a fact though that
perestroika is using the inclination of the opinion-forrners of the
opposition elites to identify themselves with the Soviet poliry of
liberalisation and treform.

2) The Support of the Opposition Elites.
The alliance between the nomenklatura and part of the

opposition has been concluded in cirrurnstances of inte"r.fi"g-
economic and political struggles ry working people. The elites of
the authorities and of the opposition drew closer together in the
face of economic catastrophe and the fear of an uncontrolled
social explosion.

The alliance with the totalitarian authorities allowed the group
which concluded it - in undemocratic conditions - to usuqp the
right to represent the whole of society. Part of this pact was that
those admitted to government agreed to act as intermediaries
between Western capital and the nomenklatura. The possibility of
gaining new cedits was the most important part of the package
on offer at the Round Thble.

In order to maintain its position the PUWP is concerned that
the part of the opposition which has grven it its backing should be
positively received by society. This manifesb itself in the
presentation of the opposition as exercising powe{, although most
important decision-makirg powers remain in the hands of the
old apparatus. Solidarity's people have facilitated this process of
winning credibility and have eased the adaptation of the old
governing elite to a new political situation.

3) The Alliance with Western Capital.
The nomenklatura cannot now count on the support of the

shaky structures of the Soviet authorities and is therefore t yi"g
to ward off revolutionary changes by seeking an alliance with
Western capital.

The interest of the West (chiefly West Germany and the USA)
arises from the debt, which creates the possibility of dictating
conditions and takir",g contnrl over the Polish economy. It should
be recognised that this is not very likely, since if one takes into
account the fact that national assets are still in the hands of the
nomenklatura, then cornplets or large-scale privatisation would
mean it dissolving itself. Its present privileged position arises
fnrm the fact that it is setting the conditions for the sell off of
national property. Western capital is also interested in the
continuation of this situation, since it makes possible much more
favourable conditions of investment than would be encountered
in a democratic state.

***
The elite leaders of Solidarity have entered into a contract with

the totalitarian authorities because:

1) Reform From Above
They consider that the only road to qystemic change is a

process of reform fuom above, which will give them fuU control
over its course and scope. They believe that changes in owrrership
will deprive the nomenklatura of the coherence arising from the
defence of its group interests. Th.y believe that the position of
capitalists will give adequate compensation to the nomenklatura
people for their loss of political and economic power over society.
Th*y consider that liberalisation of the system by the Krcmlin's
perestroika will produce an evolution towards democracy and the
beginning of the dissolution of the ruling system.

2) Help comes from the West
The inflow of capital has to be the instrument of democratic

transformation. Efforts are therefore being undertaken to facilitate
the input of foreign capital to Poland and prcvide more favourable
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conditions than hitherto for investment. The chief factor to ensure
that investment in our country is attractive must be favourable
conditions for the transfer of profits. The readiness with whic}:.
the conditions imposed by the IMF for the so-called adjustment
programme have been accepted implies the conviction that the
only way in which the crisis can be resolved is by obtaining
further credits.

3) Capitalist development
All the political and economic activity flowing from the

alliance between the nomenklatura and the opposition elites
arises fiorn the conviction that privatisation will brirg the
structure of owrrership closer to that existing in the highly
developed countries. The development of private
entnepreneurship is supposed to lead to the emeqgence of a stnrng
middle class, which will be the natural ally of the chosen counse
of change.

***
The process of privatisation and sale of national property

which today seryes the end of maintaining the dominant position
of the nomenklatura must eventually produce systemic changes
which will underrnine this position. In such a situatiory either
there will be Stalinist reaction, reversing the reform process, or
the nomenklatura will create, together with the Solidarity elite, a
new ruling oligarchy on the basis of representing the interests of
foreign capital. The logic of opening the economy and joining the
international capihlist market means a place for Poland amongst
the countries of the Third World. Already today, the majority of
Folish society, which maintains itself from work and not from
profits or perks arising frcm involvement in government, are
proletarians spending the greater part of their incomes on food. A
strategy based upon the creation of a middle class, which is the
condition of building modern capitalisffi, is unreal when any kind
of accumulation of national capital is rendercd impossible by the
necessity of directing aU suqpluses to the senrice of the foreign
debt.

This prccess urill lead to poverty, unemployment and
desperation for millions of wage earners. Sooner or later
resistance to the rising rate of exploitation will exprcss itself
politically. The task of every socialist is to aim to create the
possibility of building institutions of universal democracy and
self -management.

The Democratic Revolution
The inability of existing socio-political systems to meet the

aspirations of working people means that their only chance is to
become an alternative governing force. The function of this force
is the socialisation of the state; the take-over of decision making
powers in the work-places by the workers and the election of a
democratic representative body for society: a cofiunonwealth of
producers and citizens.

In August 1980 the process of the democratic revolution began
in Poland - a revolution for democracy, which is the only way in
which changes in the system ccu:r be achieved. We are not talking
here about a mythological once-and-for-all revolutionary act,
but about a process of- social self-oqganisation from below. The
overturn of the prevailing juridical state system will be only the
reflection of this prccess.

The disintegration of totalitarian political, economic and social
structures in the Eastern bloc has already long ago gone beyond
the bounds set by the Communist reformers. [n strikes and
struggles with the old rregime, the workers'movement has been
reborn. This creates an unrepeatable chance for a conunon co-
ordinated struggle, the meaning of which is the search for a new
form of social relations. This struggle can lead to the emergence of
a systemic alternative co(runon to societies living today in diverse
qystems of dependence and domination.

***
So that the democratic revolution can become a fact and

dernocratic rules of play can be established in hland, the
fundamental obstacle to this must be removed: the
nomenklatura. Therefore we counEqpose to the legitirnacy of ttre
post-martial law governments the self oqganisation of social
gtoups, a strcng, strugling trade union movement, the
construction of a self-managing systemic alternative

Geogaphically, in the work place and occupationally). Finally a
mass strike movement is neede{ connected with the activation of
production under the command of representatives of the workens.
Democratic development will be needed and therefore political
parties that are against the system, which express the interesb of
various social groups. The activity of the ftrty in the context of
the democratic revolution will be rcalised without the use of forre.
The experience of the workers' movement shows that the best
place for carrying through this conflict is the workplace. It is
necessary to undertake the following activities:

1) The Rebirth of Strong Trade Union Oqganisations in the
Work Places.

This requires the separation of Solidarity frcm the staE
administratibn that has 

-been established as a result of the
agreement of the elites; the rebirth of internal union democraqy as
well as genuine oqganisational trade union and educational work
in the work places. The independent trade union movement must
establish itseU once more as the active and effective defender of
the rights and interests of the workers. The co- ordination of
strike actions is needed with this in mind.

2) Support for the Independent SeU-Management Movement
From the ranks of the present self-management movement,

cadre must be found who can play the key role in the take over of
their work places by the workers. Vertical and horizontal
agreeTents between workers' councils will create active and
sovereign economic relations, acting as the basis of a socialised
structure of management. it is indeed in the self-management
movement that consciousness matures first as to the necessity of
systemic change.

3) Taking Over the Workplaces
The establishment of the sovereignty of the workers can follow

amongst other courses, the road of transformation of relations of
ownership. Decisions about such a change should be exclusively
in the competence of the self-management bodies, after seeking
the opinion of the workers concerned through a referendum. This
will be preceded by legislation, or in the case of resistance by the
structures of government - by a mass strike movement.

a) The Holding of Free Elections
flarliament, established on the basis of free elections, should

exercise the highest authority in the state. Elections to its political
chamber (the Sejm) should be open to all political parties, social
oqganisations and groups of citizens, freely nominating
candidates, thus restoring its rcpresentative character.
Simultaneously, the workers should appoint a national
rcpresentative body in the form of a Chamber of Self-
Management' 

* * *

These activities imply the begir,ning of the construction of a
self-management systemic alternative. Its basis is the enriching of
parliamentary democrary with diverse forms of self managing
democrary. This will ionstitute a new vision of the Self-
Managing Republic.

The State and Society
The basis of the systemic self-management alternative is the

construction of the Self-Managing Republic - a staE, which does
not express the interests of i.y social group, but is rather a
framework pnrviding law and services to all. The Democratic
Revolution 6xploits [tre opportunity afforded by the fall- of the
nomenklatura-and the absbhce of any domestic finance oligarchy.
The absence of any expressly dominating group makes possible
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the emeqgence of a dynamic state of equilibrium between the
conflicting interest groups of which society is composed, as well
as preventing the take over of the state by *y of them. The road
to aclnleving .this goal is the developmgtt of forms of self-
managing democracy alongside traditional parliarnentary
democrary. This will be made easier by the transfer€nce of many
functions hitherto carried out at the level of the central state to the
local level.

If the state is not at the disposal of any concnete group, lt will
lose its capacity to act autonomously in relation to social goals and
structure.

Territorial Self - Manageme nt

A) Local Government

1) The basic unit of self-government should be the urban and
rural neighbourhood. It should dispose of conununul property, be
endowed with legal identity and have its own self-governing
executive apparatus, appointed and dismissed by it. The self
management structure should be the only unit of local
goverrunent.

2) The autonomy and independence of the neighbourhood
should be guaranteed by:

o a local government budget, separate fuom the state and
ensuring its autonomy, resting upon local and individual taxes
frcm enterprises, prcperty ar,d land. All taxes should bc collected
at a local level, from which a definite percentage should be
handed over to the regional and national authorities.

o the right to modify or annul central instructions if they are
in contradiction with the local poliry of the neighbourhood.

o the right to a final decision on the undertaking of all
invesbnent (even of nationrl srgr,ificance) within the territory of
the neighbourhood.

3) The area of the economy and of institutions directly subject
to management at a local level should include:

o the majority of social services, including education (apart
from higher education), health services and social care, health
resorb, recreation, culture etc.

r public senrice establishments, such as urban transport, gas
and eneryy prcducing enteqprises, heat and power generating
plants, water supply and so on.

o economic activity of a local characte{, such as housing,
conunerce, catering, the buildirg trade, petty production and so
oI1.

a institutions maintaining order (the fire bngade, the police)

B) Regional Government
Regional (p*trcial) self-rnanagement should be the

connecting tink between local and national government as well as
undertaking wider tasks, exceeding the capacities of local
goverrunent. Regional self-management should also balance local
budget deficits by equalising grants and sums allocated to
neighbourhoods for particular purposes.

C) The Electoral System
In properly functioning territorial self-management, the

laryest role is played by grCIups and associations with a local
chamcEr. Therefone the electoral system must even up their
chances in electoral contests with big political parties oqganised on
a national level. Only a sysbm of prcportional representation can
create this possibility.

National Self - Management
L. The highest legislative authority in the counbryr should k

krliament, elected on the basis of universal, equal, secret, direct
and proportional elections. krliament should be made up as
follows:

o The Political Chamber (Sejm) rep.esenting all citizens.

a The SeH-Management Chambeq, representing all wor"kers.
We are in favour of the institution of a Self-Management

Chamber because:
o In all economic sysEms up until now, capital in various

formg has taken primaqy over labour. Therefore an institution
representing the workers on a parliamentary level should equalise
the opportunities of employees in relation to employers.

a It will be an expression of the direct political sorrcreignty of
the workers. An independent representative form of workers'
expression would thus be crcaE4 which would not be mediabd
h the pa"ty system.

a This would serve to inEgrate milieux in an express and
rcpresentative manner into a wider national level of self-
management (and so workers) interests, opinions and views,
essentially on workers'and economic mattens.

r The people who should have the deciding voice on the
economy and its problems are the people most dilectly connecEd
with it, the producers.

o The oeation of a Sel{-Management Chamber should be
decided by a referendum of all employees.

2) The executive arm of the stab should be the govemment,
appointed and dismissed by parliament (the Sejm).

3) The state administration should be active only down to the
rrcgional (provincial) level, apart from the administrative
institutions for services to the population that operate at
neighbourhood level (e.g. the postal, telegraphic and Elephone
services). The state adminishation should have the right to
monitor self-management activities in the area of compliance
with legislative decisions of parliament and obligations connected
with them. Areas of uncertainty should be regulated by the
courts, which would be empowered to settle such matErs.

The Administration of )ustice
The foundation of a democratic state is the equality of citizens

and all social and political institutions before the law. The
guarantee of this equality should be an independent apparatus for
the administration of justice. In order to ensurc conditions for the
prcper functioning of the adminiskation of justice, it is
indispensable that there should be:

1) Full self-government of the judiciary, which would have
the deciding voice in all judicial appointnents, together with the
appointment of the President of the Court.

2) Compliance with the principle that judicial functions should
have no connection with any other public fun*ion, especially in
political orlganisations.

3) The replacement of the so called lay people's assessons with
elected juries.

4) The restoration of the institution of the independent
investigative magistrate. This should be situated in a definite
court, which should have responsibility for the conduct of
irvestigations and take decisions about the use of Emporary
detention.

5) The restriction of the rights of the Procurator to the role of
prosecutor and subjection of the office b the Ministry of justice.

6) Dissolution of the lay magistraEs courts.

The Arny and the Folice
1. VG ale for the pnrgressive elimination of the influence of

the army on society. The first sEp in this dircction is the
transformation of the Folish armed forces into a professional army
with a defensirrc role.

In order b ensure suitable social conhol over the army it ought
to be the case that:

o the structure, size and budget of the army should be fixed
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and confirmed by the Seim.
o a guarantee of the apolitical character of the army as a

whole. This does not mean the prohibition of participation in
political life for individual soldiers and offictrs, outside their
military units.

o prohibition of the use of the armed forces for policr activity,
even outside the frontiers of the country.

a so that the police can be placed under real social control,
they should be subjecbd to the territorial self-management
oryans. At the same time the Security Services should be
dissolved.

The Mass Communication Media
1. The institution of censorship cannot be reconciled with full

democracy. Military and economic secrets should be safeguarded
b the relevant institutions without the help of the state.
Academic publishing should be statutorily free of any kind of
censorship.

2. The state enterprise 'Folish Radio and Television" should be
subject to social control. To this end its Supervisory Board should
include representation from all political forces electorally
represented.

3. The transition to political democracy requircs that all
political forces have proportional acc€ss to cheap credit for
publishing and information pu{poses.

The Market Economy and Planning
The market and ib laws of supply and demand is the least

arbitrary instrument in telation to the real functioning of the social
mechanism of the division of labour. Unfortunately, this
mechanism leads to uneven accumulation of capital and the
appearanc€ of monopolies, which negate the virtues of this
mechanism. Frpm an instrument of equivalence of exchange
between different groups of pnrducery it becomes the instrument
to impose conditions of o<change by the shonger partner - the
monopolist.

Cenaal planning and a planned economy are only possible
when the economy is treated like one huge enterprise. In this
situatiory the social division of labour is deermincd by arbitrary
decision or vote. In economic conditions of lack of choice errcry
planning decision serres the interests of one group of producers
at the cost of satisfying the needs of others. At the same time,
economic planning is a necessary condition for an optimal
stategy of economic growth.

Neither a market economy nor a planned one give much
influence to the dircct producers on the social conditions of the
division of labour. Neither of them allows full social exploitation
of the productive forces. The free market economy is extolled by
ib advocaEs as pmviding equality of opportunity, freedom and
unreshicted developmenf but in fact leads to unemployment,
waste and ecologiqal catastrrophe. Maximisation of profits is taken
as the criterion of growth. The bureaucratically planned economy
endeavours to satisfy rising social needs with ever mone new
centrally fb€d criEria for growth, which lead to a permanent lack
of choice in goods and senrices, waste and ecological catastrophe.

Neither anti-monopoly legislation in the West, nor successive
atEmp,ts to rationalise and democratise the planning pmcess can
fundamentally alEr the structural fuults of either system. The
only way out is a third road a road which will confer sovereignty
on the producers fu endowing them with ownership rights and
through rcconstructing staE structules, so that they not only do
not become monopolies themsehreg but also efficiently prc\rent
the establishment of monopolies.

The key to these transformations is workerd self-
management and the break up of the state sector into mary
sectors, including a privaE one. A market conholled from below
fo institutionalised mechanisms of social cpnbol will make
possible equivalentorchange in the framer,rprk of a social division
of labour. Errery modern state is compelled to plan a definiE
stratery and basic goals of economic development. Plans should

indicate to economic subjects the courses of development
preferred by the state.

Workers' Self - Management
1,. All publicly owned factories and enterprises should be

transformed into self-managmg ones, provided the work force
agrees. This means that the work place will be managed by the
workers'self-management, whicfr it the same time wiii act as the
reprcsentative of the owner.

In order to run the factory the self-management should lay
down:

o a statute of the self-managing enterprise adopEd by a
general meeting of the workens (delegates).

t The Workers' Council has the right to set the cource of
development of the enterprise, establish funds and deErmine the
principles for their utilisation; conduct a financial poliry, take
decisions on all changes in the enteqprise; conclude agreements
and appoint and dismiss the director.

o The director of the enteqprise is the executor of the
resolutions of the self-management, appointed by the Workers'
Council in the counse of a competitive selection.

2. In private enteqprises (joint stock companies etc.), legal
guarantees of the rights of the workers ar€ necessdr!, through
rights of participation in the management of the enteqprise. There
should be a legal guarantee of the right of workers' self-
management to operate in a consultative role, together with a
guarantee of 504/o representation for workers' reprcsentatives on
the Supervisory Council.

3. Workers'self-management bodies at all work places must
have a guaranteed right to associaE in vertical and horizontal
structures at all levels, including on a national level.

Onnership
The basis of the self-management movement is a strugle for

an increase in th" powers of the workers'cotrncils, and therefore
the workers who have elecEd these councils. The eventual result
of the grcwing influence of the workens'council on the counse of
development of the enterprise, investrnents, the division of the
profit ctc., is thc transformation of the enterprise from a state
enEqprise into a workers'enteqprise. The owner ceases to be the
whole society represented by the state and becomes the workers
represenbd by the workers' council. The nomenklatura has
defended itself from developments of this kind by restricting the
powers of the self-managements to the point of destroying the
self-management movement. The prcsent coalition government
has adopted the tactic of substituting self-management with
workers' share ownership, i.e. a form of privatisation, in which
the worker has the right to become the individual owner of some
sort of tiny part of his work place. The effuct of this sysEm can
only be to break up the links between the workers, since part of
the worker:s will become co-owners and therefore the employers
of the others.

Workers'ownership gives rise to problems connecEd with the
course of its disengagement frcm state ownership. Inequalities in
endowments resulting from such a procedure would arise
between workers taking over factories of differing values, as well
as in the case of workers taking over bits of property creaEd by
the labour of the whole society. These can be evened out with the
help of taxation on gains made as a result of the sale of pnrperly
that has been taken over and also through diffurent raEs of
current taxation.

Another form of ownership, which prcmoEs the efficiency of
the economy and is conducive to social democracy, is communal
olvnership. 

- 
The widening of the powers of 

- 
territorial self

managements, as with the establishment of woikers' owrlership
leads to the establishment of this form of properly.

In conditions of lack of choice of the best means of defence
against pauperisation, joint undertakings arise, which have given
birth to the co-operative movement. Co-operative ventures arise
when the scale of pnrduction conducted by one unit is too small
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to ensurc a rctum. Thmugh the linking up of pmductive forres or
co-operatirrc agreements, remunerative prcduction and a way
out from poverty becomes possible, together with a rational
division of labour and specialisation.

In every modern state there must exist a state sector, which
does not rcpresent particular grcup interests and acts as the agent
of civilized progress. It is the basis of the social process of
planning.

The hreign Deb,t
The precondition for the restructuring of the economy and exit

fiom conditions of permanent economic crisis is the immediate
suspension of repayment of the foreign debt.

The debt is rising and has a crushing effect on our economy,
whilst it stimulates inflation. It does this because it demands the
export of all surpluses. This makes impossible the accumulatiory
which is needed, so that it can be dilected towards the
reconstruction of the econorny. This in tum provokes the
underAking of new debts, bringing about a situation of neo
colonial dependenry. In a situation of tighening bonds of debt,
the ruined country must accept foreign inveshent even on the
worst brms. In this way it becomes a rcserye of cheap labour
power and raw materials, a place for the export of dirty
bchnolory and wasE storage. The gap of civilization grows and
the charactreristic Third World vicious circle of non-development
is established.

The credibrs arc well oryanised. There is the Paris Club, the
World Bank, the IMF. The debtor countries too need to be
oqganised ;f they are to negotiate conditions of repayment which
will make it possible to avoid ruin. A single country has no
prcspects in negotiations. If however the sum of indebtedness
represented by the oqganisation of debtor countries is suitably
high, then their balgaining position improves.

One ordered way of meeting debts is for repayments to be
directed towards ecological inrrestrnent in the debtor county.

Agriculture
The acreage per head employed by farming must be

diminished. It is also necessary b export agricultural products.
These goals, together with an optimal level of nourishment for
working people, can be achieraed through a highly productive
agriculture. This means a well oqganised agriculture, able to
achieve modern levels of agricultural technology. At the same
time this needs b be an agriculture which is attractive to work in
foryoung and old alike.

If we evaluate individual farming, especially the secbr which
manages high lerrels of pmductivity, we can see that achieving
higher levels of agricultural Echnology requires la4ge acreage
fietds. The present preferred route of developing the agricultural
economy by dispossessing the majority of small and medium
proprietors is a long term and inhuman prccess. This type of
policy in Latin American cpuntries has pnrduced armed resistance
and mass migration to the slums of the Moloch like cities, thereby
worsening unemployment.

l /e are in favour of a multi-dimensional stratery of
development in the countryside with an authentic co-operative
movement, together with pnrducer co-operatives. Hungarian
agricultue affords a positive model. On the basis of principles of
ftrll freedom of co-operative production, the mass of small and
middle farnrers can still feel that they have stewardship of the
land, whilst they become modern agricultural teams. In this
framework it will be easier to oqganise peripheral production,
including non agricultural varieties and so widen the area of
social achievements.

Ecological Problems
The development of modem civilization has led to the

destruction of the natural human envircnment to a degree which
threatens the biological existence o{ all kinds of life on Earth.
Economic growth dfuectsd towards the maximisation of profit for
narmw social groups instead of satisfying social needs, has
become the onerous goal to which the lives of millions of human

individuals have been subjected. Narrowly conceived prcsperity
leads to the rapacious exploitation of natural resources and li rirg
nafure" In atrthoritarias? qysterns, the goverrling elite not only
treats people brutally, but also sEers towards ecological
catastruphe.

PSF(DR) considery that neither in the states governed by the
nomenklatura, nor in the capitalist staEs can ecological problems
be pruperly resolved. In both-VRes of systeffis, the indicators of
socio-economic prosress are fundarnentally in contradiction with
the requirements of conseryation of the natural environment.
Moreover, in the countries of the Eastern Bloc, as in the countries
of the West, the immediate pncducers do not have influence on
the direction of industrial development. Capitalists concerned
with profit are as little inclined to take note of social prctests as is
the post-Stalinist bureaucracy. Certain successes in nature
conservation are achieved in the West by imposing branches of
industry that are harmful to the environment on more poorly
developed cotrntries. The uncontrolled activity of foreign capital
in hland threatens to brir,g with it, what is known as "dirry
production." The rich Eurcpean and American investors thus free
themselves of it. In this regard the PSP(DR) holds the position
that it is insufficient to ensure the input of technology which is
not inimical to the environment.

What is necessary is a fundamental change of the social and
economic system, which will consist of the complete destruction
of the ruling Parly bureaucracy and nrill not cause social
dependence on the dictate of foreign capital. Only then will the
conditions be fulfilled for a humanisation of economic growth,
which will be subjected to the satisfaction of the needs of working
people and not to the interests clf either capital or the ruling
bureaucmcy.

Society must function in a way that can guarantee the right to
human life in a clean environrnent through:

1. The possibitity of taking decisions CIn the directions of
economic developrnent by the whole society. This should be
achieved through the conduct of referenda, in which the
inhabitants of Poland can choose between albrnative economic
programmes, which take into account ecological imperatives in an
definite way. At present a neferendum should be carried out in
hland on the subject of the development of nuclear enelgy.

2" The direct exercise of social control over local industrial
plants.

3. Unlimited information relating to the threats resulting from
the activity of various branches of industry. There should be
guaranteed fieedom of access for every citiz,en to this type of
information.

4. Industry should be restructured in order to grt e preferential
encouragement to small scale industry devoted to the satisfaction
of the needs of those living in the immediate neighbourhood. A
programme for the utilisation of alErnative ene{Sy sourres should
be developed.

5. The development of ecological education. Models of life in
accord with the requirements of the natual environment should
be prcpagated. A style of life resting on the artificial stimulation of
consumer needs thrcugh advertising should be rejected. The
necessity of change in the criteria for social progress should be
indicated (qualitative instead of quantitative criteria).

6. Independent social experts should be introduced to groups
takirg economic decisions, together with people with a
humanistic background, enjoying social authority. Decisions that
are important for society cannot be taken only by technocrats and
politicians.

7. Comprehensive social security and guarantees of work
should be provided to people employed in work places which will
have to be closed, owing to their harmfulness to the environment.
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8. Rights of compensation should be given to people living in
polluted areas, whose health has been damaged by continual
exposurc to harmful agentg on the same basis as people ar€
compensated for damage to their health from their work.

9. People living in environmentally pollubd areas should h
guaranEed the possibility of changing their domicile.

The PSP(DR) considers that as long as the political and
economic enslavement of humankind continues, the environment
of human life will be subjected to devastation as well. Moreoveq,
in order to put a stop to the destruction of nature it is first
necessary to liberate people fron'r various forms of subjection.
Social and economic liberation are the necessary (but insufficient)
condifion of "ecological liberation."

Social Insurirnce
Social insurance should be comprehensive and compulsory.

The prcper functioning of a system of social security is dependent
on fulfilling the following conditions:

o The separation of the system of social insurance from the
state apparatus. The Department of Social Insurance should be a
self governing unit with legal identity. At the same time social
insurance funds should be separated from the state budget.

c The Deparfment of Social Insurance must also be
decentralised. The basic unit undertakirg civic services should be
at a rcgional (pnovincial) level"

o A generally elected Supervi*ry Council should supervise
the activity of the social insurance institutions.

Housiog Constmction
The right to housing is one of the basic human rights. The

qystematic denial of this right to the citizens of Poland rnakes it
impossible to realise any kind of life plans and condemns people
to vegetation. The taxation and financial administrative policy of
the state is leading to the bankruptcy of the state building
industry the only area which disposes of significant
technological resources and skilled personnel. This may lead to
the sell off of their collective property', with the result that the
industry will cease to be an instrument of social poliry . f{ousing
will just become another conunodity, which private entrepreneurs
will manufacture only to the extent that will guarantee them
maximum prcfits. In order to prevent this it is necessary:

o to exempt buildirg f*m taxation, entirely or in part (e.9.
completely exempt house building) .

o to cneate a bank for housing construction, which would be
able to provide loans and invest in the fir<ed capital of builditg
enteqprises, which could then be put at the disposal of local
goverrunent.

The Health Service
The fundamental system of medical care should be free and

available to all citizens. With the exception of closed institutions
(hospitals and sanatoria), the health senrices should be
mainhined and administered by local government.

Education
Orly a qystem of univensal and free education will ensure an

equal start in life for young people. This should be maintained
and run by local government (with the exception of higher
education supported by the central budget). I,Ve arc against the
establishment of what are known as "social schools" [private
voluntary institutions -transl.l, which v.,ill lead to the deepening
of inequality in society. The fundamental mechanism for the
education of citizens should be a system of state and social Sants.

The Congress appointed a Commission to preparc documents
on international poliry.
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A Solidarxnffisc
o

lourney to the
activflsf,'s
left

Interview with Mitrka Tys*kiewicu

unuld like to ask you
questions about politics in
Polnnd in the 1980s, ns you
mperiurced it at the time. But

frrst some biographical
information about you at the
time of the gnat August stike
in Gdnnsk in 1980.

Well, I had grown up i,
Elblag, a town which is
part of the Gdansk
conurbation, up on the
Baltic. As it happened, as a
child of nine I had walked
into the midst of the
bloody massacne of
December 1Y70. My father
worked in an engineering
factory in Elblag,
producing equipment for
the shipyards and he was
involved in the 1970 strikg
as well as the later 1980
strike. People often think
that 1W0 was simply a

battle in the stneets, but
that's not true.

I was too young to be involved in any concrete
field of work. I had just finished at secondary
school. I didn't understand very much about politiCs
(though I really tried to) and spent most of my time
running around the local Solidariff office doing
various odd jobs.

Did most of your xhool friends get inwlaed?

Nq most didn't they were more preoccupied
with studying and going to university, whereas I
and a few othens threw ourselves into politics. Late4
those who went on to university did, in many cases,
become politically active. But as far as I was
concerned, I started moving in a new circle of
people once Solidarity was formed.

Do you rernernber the mommt when the Gdansk
Agreernent uns signed at the end of August 1980?

Yes" I happened to be in the post office at that
moment. The radio was on
and we heard the news.
Everyone in the post office
carne out into the stneet.
Cars stopped and their
passengem got out. ttople
cried and kissed each
other.

What werc you doing orc
73th December?

My friends and I very
much liked going for long
walks. 0n the 13th, we got
up at 4am for one of these
walks: we made straight
for the forest and walked
twenty kilometres until we
reached a point where a
car picked irs up. On the
car radio une heard about
the crackdown. We didn't
believe it: \^/e hadn't been
expecting anything of this
sort. But when we got back
to Elblag we found
everything was over:
people had been arrested.
My friends and I thought
everybody had been killed
or deported deep into
Russia perhaps.

We knew that there was
to be a gathering at the Church of St. Michael, the
biggest church in Elblag, on 17th December. Some
people had alneady gone into hiding but everybody
else went to the Church. It was bitrcrly cold. There
were speeches and there was a larye Solidarnosc
banner in the Church. The pricst told us afer the
speeches to go home and avoid going to the
Solidarnosc statue in Elblag because it was too
dangerous. But we went to the statue with flowers
to lay them there. The statue was in the middle of a
large squarc and when we got there we found that
the police had turned off all the street lighc and
they surrounded us, wearing black uniforms I had
never seen before, and heavily armed. We went into
the centre of the square and put flowers on the
monument. Then the police moved in and beat us
and arrested us, then beat us badly again. Then I
was released.

So 17th Decewfusr wes a decision point for you?
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Yes it was. My sister and I took part in
clandestine activity. We did what we could: mainly
distrib uting unde rground tr iterature "

Was therc a cuttml leaderchip in the cig under whom
you u)ere un*ing?

To be honest, I dont know. I had one contact,
with a person who gave me instructions and then
contacts with people to whom I distributed the
matenial. But I assumed that there was a central,
city leadership: the leaflets were mostly in the name
of Elblag Sotidarity.

Hout much of yaur time did this wo* talce up?
Most of it: it completely dominated my [i[e.

Typically, I would sleep during the day and work at
night. We would change our flats a lot so that we
wouldnt get c-aught. +t "ighl ye ryould be
preparing packages of material and then
distributing them. Some factories just had places
where we had to drcp the material and other
factories nequired personal contact with individual
workers. We went from place to place on foot.
Sometimes it was very exciting, because in 1982 the
police would stop people on the street and check
bags.

I was not futly undeqground. I did have three
jobs during the 18 months between the declaration
of martial law and my arrest, but they never lasted
long.

Can you ffiy wmethrng about aaious reactions
within the lacal society to the declaration of martd loa)?

One reaction was desperation: a kind of
nihfistic hostility to everythirg i, the field of
politics: this was an attitude not only among young
ireople but among the middle aged is well.Xnoth6t
reaction was of withdrawal into private life: just
staying inside their four walls and refusing to face
anybody or become involved in anything. This
affected some of the former activists and leaders.
Also you should remember how many of the
Solidarity leaders left the country. In Elblag in 1981
I had done photographs of leadens of the regional
committee on Solidarity. And in 1982 I found that
out of the 20 people I had photographed, only 2
remained in Poland. And one of those retreated
within his four walls. From those outside Poland we
would sometimes get letters, telling us what we
should be doing in Poland!

Yau were anested in Apil798l

Yes, my sister and I were arrested together at a
meeting. We were only in prison for three months
hcause there was an arrnesty. Then I worked in
the factory where my father was an engineer. It was
supervised work and went on for one year. Metal
work, very bad conditions - polluted atmosphere
and very cold in the Winter. A number of former
prisoners worked there. We had to report to the
police every week.

I could not continue with my former political
activity because I was a marked person. But I could
speak out and hlk openly about things that others
might be reluctant to talk about" That was the extent
of my political activity after my release.

What was the atmosphere at this time, 1S83*U?

There was a very strong sense of social
resistance to the regime, a sense of complete
breakdown of nelations of trust between the people
and all forms of public authority. But at the sarne
time, there u/a$ very strong pressure from above
and it was as if martial law had broken the spine of
the movement: people were afraid to act.

Did the Church appear ns an irnporta# r$uge?

Not for me. I saw all sorts of problems created by
the Church's distribution of resources from the
West. I didrt't have a Catholic background and when
I was arrcsted I didnt get any help from Church
organisations"

But many people did feel the Church was
valuable: when tliey vrrent to church, they felt they
were doing something. And many people who had
not been Catholic before rnartial law, become
involved in the Churrh. This was true of
young people I knew. They began takfurg
seriously.

many
religion

After a year of this superoixd worh what did you do?

I went to college: first to a Teachers Training
College and then to a Drama School. For a whole
year, I was almost completely out of potitics. Then
we oryanised a street theatre and undeqground
theatre and started getting into trouble, again. We
performed not only in Gdansk but in other parb of
Poland" There were even underground theatres,
stage, tickets and everything, but in the
undeqground"

I had become a bit disillusioned with the
leadership of Solidarity. I had felt that the
movement had enough strength to engage in
various forms of open political action but any such
ideas had been rejected by the underyrrrund
leadership. They wer€ also hostile to local political
initiatives.

Then I moved to Wroclaw to finish my studies -
there was a very fine theatne director there with
whom I wanted to work. I starbd working there as

an assistant director. Because the leaders of the
theatre group there were internationally famous, we
had no trouble from the authorities. But then the
main leader was killed in a car crash and we were
plunged into conflicts with the local authorities.
Myself and six or seven others from the theatre
wer€ expelled and then they closed the theatre
altogether. So I went back to street theatre, with
something called the Orange Alternative in
Wroclaw.

These wene rather larye stneet actions oryanised
by someone called Major. They were designed to be
both entertainments and with a political accent.
Thousands and thousands wele involved in the
biggest of these actions.

Can you gn e an sampleT

Well, for example, we announced that there was
to be an international secrct police festival to which
all secret policemen frcm all over the world were
invited. tr was in British intelligence, with a suitable
hat and coat and worc dark glasses - I'm not sure if
that was authentic. Twenty thousand people came!

But this work didn't fully satisfy me and through
the man in charye of our work, Majoa I met lazef
Pinior when he came out of prison and became
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involved in the PPS. I had been reading the
Mmout*ne joumal produced in Warsaw but I
wasn't satisfied with its apprcach: bo much about
the church and far too little about trade union and
workers'problems. On the other han4 the Wroclaw
Solidarity newspapers were very different very
much concentrating on concrete problems facing the
population. This was the work Pinior was involrred
in and I thought this was the right approach.

I had also been influenced by the Fighting
Solidarity programme with its stress on a self-
managed republic. I felt this was much closer to my
point of view than the views of the Warsaw
solidarity leadenship.

ln Nwrunber 7987, therc wqs the refumdtm on
ewnomicpolicy. Waeyou at all qctirv st that timi!

Yes, actually I was counting the votes of people
going into the polling booths: I did that for Fighting
Solidarity. We wanted people to boycott the
referendum. In frct, we expecEd that 90% of those
who voted would support the govemmenfls reform
proposals. But the majority didn't so that was a bit
of a sulprise.

In any evenf afbr dirussions with Pinior I
decided to grve up my work in the theabe and to
rctum to political activity: I had to make a choice.

ln tlu sping of L988 therc was the neut unoe of
#rikes. Ad they makc animpact onyou?

An enormous impact, and not only on me: on a
much wider spread of people than those actively
concarned with politics. It felt like a new beginning.
There was great o<citement, though still too much
fuar b join them. The sbikes starbd to change the
whole atmosphere: people began openly talking
about politics again for the first time. And suddenly
the question of Solidarity's revival came right back
into the centre of people's thoughts.

Then ume the August 1988 sttilces, inoolaing the
minasinlthhnych and other parts of Silesia. Werc you
prepared for them?

Apart from myseU and one other membe4,
everybody from the Wrpclaw branch of the PPS was
on holiday when the strikes began in the mines.
Someone frcmWalbrzych came to us asking for
help b show them how to do silk screening and
make newspapers. This was before the strike
started. We went down there and they told us that
they wanted this help because they were planning a
strike. This was a very small group of about 20
people in the Thorez mine. They were all under 30
years old. But they took me to an old mineq, r€thed
by then. They sat me down at one end of a table,
while the old miner sat at the other end of it. He
wasvery slow and cautious, with long silence and
pauses in the conversation. But to every question I
asked, it tumed out that they already had the
answer: a food system prepared, a communication
network between the mines, all sort of
oqganisational prerequisites had already been
tackled. The one thing they needed me for was to
actually print the leaflets. I said they would have to
prepare the text, and much to my surprise they
already had a text, which they handed over to me.
During the night we ran it off for them, then I took
them in the moming to a special rendezvous in the
Walbrzych alea where they had told me to wait.

Everything was very well oqganised. Every half hour
as so, minens frcm different pits would come to pick
up their batch of leaflets. Next duy the strike started
thrcughout the rcgion.

The Wwru, Mine also started the Silesian minffi'
strilce in August fi$A the decisfueblout, frrcing the Party
tu sign the Gdarck Agrcanent. And at that time in
Thora, one third of the minerc loe?e in the C-ommunist
Party: one in three. Many of them were Polish minerc

fum Belgium, who had comebock to fuland after the
aJar.

Yes, and it also started the sfikes of the autumn
of 1989 as well. And the old miner I was talking
about was from Belgium originally. He called
himself a socialist. He was very patriarchal: telling
his 30 year old son what to do and the son
automatically obeying!

By jointng the PPS you had done something doubly
strange: firct you had joined a plitical prty; secondly
you had joined a socialist Wrty. What did people malce of
that?

Yes, some of my friends thought I was crazy and
the word socialism was very discredited at that
time: very many saw socialism and Stalinism as the
same. But we were involved in rank-and-file work
and people came to trust us.

One final question: what kind of socialist tradition
does the PPS identify rtdf u)ith? b rt rc-nlly an outgrvtoth
of a nau beginning in the Polish labour mooement that
started in August 1980? Or does rt look back to the We-
t$ar PPS finally destroyed in and aftr the Warww
Upising of 1"9aa? Or does it find any linlcs ulith alry
anrcents of post- ular Polnnd including currutts utithin
the history of ruPR?

This is a very complicated issue which is very
much debated. Of course we look back to August
1980, but Solidarity did not arise from nothing. We
have been very interested in 1956 in Poland (as well
as 1956 in Hungary and 19ffi in Czechoslovakia).
Itople have ambivalent feelirgs about Gomulka.
And at the same timc, the inter-war Left was quite
strcng in Poland and people do look back to that.

But you know that it is very difficult to sort out
these questions. Let me glve you an example. There
was a moment in the spring of 1981 when there was
a very real and strong movement at the base of the
[ZPR, the so-called horizonhl movemenf which
wanted to link up with Solidarity and which
maintained it links with the factories. If that had
developed everything might have been different.

Or let me tell you another story which perhaps
shows how difficult it has been for us to make sense
of Polish politics. Before martial law, we used to go
to a little cafe next to the Solidarity regional
committee headquarters. Mury of the members of
the regronal committee used to go there. I
remember sitting in that cafe in October 1981.
Members of the regional committee were there and
we heard on the cafe radio that Kania had been
replaced as leader of PZPR by General |aruzelski.
Everybody stood up and cheered. The cafe manager
got out champagne and we celebrated!

lf Iannelski had used that opportunity to reach
an understand.ing with Solidarity, how different
would the whole future of Poland, and indeed of
Eastern Europe have been.
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by MICHELE LEE
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I only to end in complete disarray with the walkout
A of the entire Slovene delegation. Despite the fact

L that this was widgly expected, the breuk-rp of an

iiiiiiiriri-i-iiiiiiiii:ii::iiiii:iffi ffi'#;ffi j{}H}ffi[ffi i*l:"*
foreboding in the population. Indeed, the most
striking aspect of the Congress was not what
happened at its sessionq but the gulf that existed
between its preoccupations and the needs and
aspirations of the popular masses. No resolution,
from whatever side, managed to transcend this gulf.
The departure of the Slovene delegation was made
inevitable by the political primitiveness of the
Milosevic cadre, who carne to the Congress with the
sole intention of defeating each and every Slovene
proposal in the narne of " uruty', 'democratic
centralism" and an "integral Yugoslavia". Having
won several important votes by large majorities,
Milosevic claimed that the Slovene delegation
reprcsented an unimportant minority. This shows
the extent to which his growing megalomania has
deformed the Serbian parly's sense of reality.
Milosevic's prcposal that the Congrcss continue
without the Slovenes was rejected by the delegates
fnom Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia and
the Army.

The individual republican parties had preparcd
themselves for the eventuality of a split and come to
the congrcss with the sole wish to avoid being
blamed for this. A prcposal made by several

Bosnian and Crpatian delegates that the flarty
should formally separate into a socialist and a
conununist wing would have resulted in a
horizontal split, allowing the reformists to keep an
all-Yugoslav oryanisation. This, howeve{, was
rejected. Instead, the Party split vertically, into
republican, i"e. national, oqganisations. This is
virtually bound to split the republican parties
themselves into national components, wherever the
conditions exist for this. A deepening polarisation of
the counhy's political life along national lines is thus
to be expected.

Such an optiory naturally, is denied to the
Army. The disintegration of the LCY has led to a
crisis of identity in an institution that, mote than
any othe{, is rooted in the state created in the war of
1941,-45. The A*y, it seems, is staking its hopes on
prime minister Ante Markovic's reforms, which if
successful would lead to a re-centralisation of
political power in the hands of the Yugoslav
government and the all-Yugoslav assembly (in that
order). This would allow the Army to keep its all-
Yugoslav profile. Yet Markovic's reforms have no
hope of b*irrg implemented, in the absence of a
consensus within the present political
establishment. The Party's accelerated
fragmentation over the past two years has inhibited
the central institutions the Rderal state
prcsidenqy, government and assembly - from
guidi"g the counby towards Peace. The fact that
despite its popularity the kderal government was
unable to insist on a negotiatrd settlement in
Kosovo bodes ill for the country's future.
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Everything thus depends on the nature and tempo
of decomposition of the existing power bloc in
Serbia. This decomposition has alrcady begun.
Over the past few months, several new parties have
been formed in this republic, the most important of
which so far is the Democratic Party, assembling as
it does Serbia's most prominent intellectuals,
including Milovan Djilas.

To maintain its control, the Serbian Party is
ready to play over and over again the Kosovo card.
Each time it does so, the political spectrum not iustin Serbia but thnrughout the country shifts
perceptibly to the right. The inErview with Veton
Sumoi, a prominent member of the democratic
opposition in I(osovo, which we publish below,
shows that in Kosovo we are dealing not with an
ethnic conflict but with a struggle between the
forces of democracy and the forres of reaction.

In a recent inErview published in the Zagreb
daly Vecernji list, Zdtavko Grebo, a member of the
Bosnian party's Central Committee and one of those
who at the C-ongress algued in favour of a formal
split into two cuflEnts, described accurately what is
at stake. 'The kind of unity which disappeared at
the 14th Congress (excluding the fact that the hrty
had already split into republican-national fractions,
since this was never officially recognised) could be
maintained only within a single-party system,
when membership of the Party provided the only
channel for political activity. It is not surprising that,
as a result, the Icague of C-ommunists came b
incolporaE a multiplicity of mutually exclusive
political opions. But since at the Congress the
Ieague declared itself against ib monopoly of
political powet sooner or laEr these will split up
into diffurent oqganisations. To demand
democratisation of the party's internal life is to
overlook this fact. Rople who at the 14th Congress
called for unity do not wish to acknowledge this
painful truth. Such calls are motivated by the fear
which the loss of political monopoly has induce{
not only in certain party leaders but also in the vast
nomenklatura, which is perfectly aware that only
thanks to this monopoly were they able to become
deputies, enterprise managers, dilectors, officery
ambassadors, reprcsentativeq secr€taries or
university professors. These arc weighty political
factors we know what happens when
tonsciousness becomes a material force'.'

If the League of Communists has become
incapable of keeping the country togethe4 then new
political organisations are requiled to rcconstruct its
fractured unity. There is little doubt that most
crucial in this rcgard will be thc emeryence of
parties on the political left, whose programme of
economic and political reform will incorporate the
socialist values now being thrown into the gutte4
including scrupulous adherence to the principle of
national equality. Much hope will rest in this rcspect
with the newly founded Social-Democratic
Alliance of Yugoslavia.

Yugoslavia's conEmporary political spectrum
can be divided into approximately five groups. First,
there is the 'official bloci made up of the republican
Icagues of C-ommunists, Alliances of Socialist
Youth and Socialist Alliances of Working Rople.
These days, the latEr ale busily transforming
themselves inb autonomous oryanisations, at least
in Slovenia and Croatia, with their counElparts in
other republics likely b follow suit. Second and
most numerous are the new national parties, which
include, among others, the kasant Alliance,

Democratic Alliance and Christian Democrats in
Slovenia; the Peasant Farly, Democratic Union and
Christian Democrats in Crcatia; the Radical, Uberal
and Democratic parties in Serbia prcper; the
Democratic Alliance in Kosovo; the AU-
Macedonian Action in Macedonia; the Hungarian
League in Vojvodina. Thirdly, there are parties like
the Cnratian Social Liberals, the Croatian and
Slovene Social Democrats, the Montenegrin
Liberals, the Macedonian Socialists and the Social-
Democratic Alliance of Yugoslavia, all of whom
aspire to parhT ership with similar Western European
formations. (It is dfficult to tell as yet whether these
names in all cases accurately reflect parly policies.)
The fourth category is made up of a host of non-
pafty "citizens" initiatives', such as Greens, Helsinki
Watch Committees and Committees for Human
Rights. Here belongs also the Yugoslav Democmtic
Initiative, first swallow of the democratic spring.
Last but by no means least are the sprouting
independent trade unions, whose muicle was
displayed in mid-|anuary when an
engine-drivers" strike in Croatia cut the interior of
the country off fnrm the coast for two days and a
night. Elections to the communal and republican
assemblies, and perhaps also to the kderal one, atre

due in April in some parts of the country and are
bound to reshuffle the political pack of cards.

The following interview with Veton Surroi, a
leading member of the Yugoslav Democratic
Initiative and of Social-Democratic Party of Kosovo,
was conducted in kbruary 1990.

Kosoz)o and the
Struggle fo, Democrncy

in'rtrgoslaoia
Interview with Veton Surroi

ls there a direct link between tke failure of the 14th
Congress of the lcague of C-ommunists of Yugoslaaia and
the subsequmt wutts in lfrlwtn?

At the Congress, a unity that had existed only
on paper broke up for good and with it the very
structurc of the LCY. The Albanians of Kosovo
understood this as the beginning of the end of a
policy from which they have suffered for the past
iline years. So they demonshated to mark the end
of the old poliqy and to express a hope that the
coming multi-party system would make possible
also the articulation of their national demands. You
should understand that the situation in which
Kosovo lives a state of isolation maintained by
police terror simply generates demonstrations.
The violent anti-Albanian campaign has excluded
Albanians from all political life, so that national
frustration takes precedence over all other concen:rs.
At the s€une time, howeveq, there ale those who
believe and there is evidence for this that
initially spontaneous demonstrations were in fact
fanned by provocateurs.

The spark that set aflame the deep anger
existing in the population was the death of an
Albanian man in a village near Skopie in
neighbouring Macedonia. He died as a result of the
local authorities" decision to demolish in the
name of brotherhood and unlty! the traditional
high wall sunoundi.g his house. He $/as killed by 

"
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bulldozer when he tied to take down his front gate
b save it foom destruction. The result was an
immediate popular probst in Kosovo, despib the
fact that all public gatherings are illegal there. The
first demonstration was held in Prishtina on 23

January: it lasted for two or thr€e houns and passed
off peacefully. The prctest continued on the second
day, when political demands nere also raised
ranging from lifting the state of emeqgency to a
referendum on the status of I(osovo. This time the
police intervened in a very brutal mannei using
water cannon, teargas, truncheons and boots. As in
the occupied West Bank, the police used the tactic
of singling out individuals for very heavy beatings
as a waming to othens. Not even children were
spared this trleatment. Prrotesb consequently
spread, especially to places that are traditionally
restless and outside effective control, such as the
small bwn of hdujevq where 20-30,0fl) people
can gather within a very short time. Foduievq
because of its prcximity to the Serbian borde+ is
usually the first to suffer military or police action, It
is rrery poog and has an educated but lalgely
unemployed young population. The protests spread
initially because there was no possibility of a
dialogue about the people's grievances. AfEr the
killings, things became quiE difftrent.

Thc first dcaths occurred on the third day, in
Orahovac. That day the police opened fire without
waming at moumers returning home afbr
atEnding the funeral of a person who had died of
natural causes. They killed thlee people and
rnounded about twenty. Such incidents wer€
rcpeated in the following day+ which suggests that
there was a conscious policy of trying to provoke a
national uprising. In Malishevo, for eromple, file
was opened fiom a convoy of armoured personnel
cariers without any reason - even the local police
station was sprayed with bullets. Three people were
killed and a dozen wounded. This daily carmge
made the revolt grow until at some point it began to
irvolve the villageg a development unprecedented
since the war. When the Albanian villages rise, then
one really is dealing with a national uprising.

Eople went to the demonstrations unarmed.
This must be true, since otherwise many morc
people would have been kille4 including
policemen and non-Albanians. One would have
had a general bloodletting a general civil war. But
this did not happen - the only deaths were on the
Albanian side. The police was in fact conducting a
massacre. Our information, based on hospital
reconds, speaks of a5 dead and 139 wounded, but it
is rrery likely that the number is lalgea since many
probably did not go to hospital. Every wounded
demonstrator is considered a criminal and is liable
to at least 60 days in prison. So it is betEr to be
heabd at home. As far as we can establish, the vast
majority of the dead were killed without any
provocation.

The inbntions of the authorities are indicaEd by
the hct that the Kosovo party commitEe had sent a
warning b the hospibls, even bebre the
demonstrations began, that they should prepare
themselrres for a lot of casualties. These days,
hospials in Prishtina regularly lack such basic
medicaments as penicillin - but now fresh
supplies were rushed in. A shortage of blood soon
denelope4 howerre4 and when the chief surgeon
asked for fresh blood supplies - we were also
invohred in asking for blood donors - we were
accused by the mass media of preparing an all-

Albanian updsing. Serb and Montenegrin doctors
refused to operaE on'terrorists'. There were marT/
other examples of actions that r Duld be considered
criminal enen in wartime. for emmple, file was
opened on people coming out of a bus at a bus
station and those who tried to help the wounded
were severely beabn. On another occasion, some
passers-by who had taken a wounded man into
their car to drirrc him b hospital were sbpped and
beabn up. A man coming to the aid of his wounded
bmther was beaten unconscious and the rarounded
rum was then shot dead at point blank range. In
Kacanik, a small boy was shot by a sniper oubide
his house though there were no demonstrations
then taking place. He is -ight nolv on a life-support
system. A 17-year-old girl was killed when a
policeman sbpped his cag saw a crourd of people in
the distance and opened ffue. A secondary school
Eacher was arresEd and died in cusbdy. ['+r/orkers

going to work were fired on. All this was done I
Serbian 'specials' and resenrists.

Arcn' t the Sryiel anib multiru.tional?
Yes, they are, but the vast majority were in fact

bussed directly from Serbia. It must be remembercd
that in Yugoslavia any man can become a police
reservist. If the police considers that the situation
demands it, any adult citizen who has compleed
military scrvice can bc cnlisted. Thene are rcasons b
believe that the same people who had demanded
arms during the mass rallies in Serbia now joined
the polic€ forqe. The demonsbations have
continued b this day, although not in such
intensirre form. 20,000- workers- were on strike
throughout this period and in some facbries the
strike is still going on. The authorities ar€
threatening the sbikers with dismissal.

What is the tu*n t'or the policebrutulity?
Over the last ftw months Milosevic has been

losing ground in Yugoslavia, thanks b a visible shift
of power fmm the krty b the staE: in the first
instance, to the Rderal govemment and prime
minister Ante Markovic. Markovic's economic
programme needs a difftrent political framework, a
dispersion of political decision- making. This

amounts to a dircct attad< on Mlosevic's Po$,er
base: Party monopoly combined with nationalism.
And the only way that he can presene the status
quo is tro play the Kosovo card, b present himself as
a defender of the tenitorial integnty and
sovereignty of Yugoslarda. Tttis tick alwrays works,
not because there is any real danger of Albanian
secession, but because Albanians can be presented
as a foreign body within a Slav state and society.
Albanian political demands can, therefore, always
be teated as susped. Errcn demands for a multi-
party sysEm and free elections can be inElpreted as
'separatismi etc.

A new categoqy - that of 'Errcrism' - is being
used today b describe their actions. In the past,
Albanians were accused of 'counbr-revolution',
'nationalism' and 'irredentism'. The chalge of
'irredentism', with its implication that the Erribqy
is ethnically Albanian, has now been replaced by
'separatism'. Afer Tiananmen Square, and also
because the communist regimes in EasEm Eumpe
had used it against their political opponents, the
brm 'counEr-revolution' was no longer found
suitable. Temrism' has been chosen insead partly
because it iustifies the use of the repressirrc
apparatus and partly to combat growing Westem
pmtese against the evident violation of the human
and civic rights of the Albanian population.
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Frcm Milosevic's point of view, the
demonstrations could be u*d to postpone free
elections in Kosovo and maybe also in Serbia. For in
his speeches he has aryued that parliarnentaqy
dernocracy is impossible until the rights of the Serb
and N,Ionrcnegrin minority in Kosovo are
safeguarded. But since these rights ase ffn furfinitely
flexible category it will never be possible to prove
that this has been achieved. The practical
consequence is a spiralling repression that has no
obviotrs cut-off point. Also, and this is very
imporhnf Milosevic has used the demonstrations
in lfusovo to argue that the suspension of the 14th
Congress has itself led to a further destabilisation of
Yugoslavia. This, then, is the inter-relation between
the failure of the Congress and the demonstrations:
while Albanians saw it as the incipient
disintegration of a nine-year-long rcpression,
Milosevic argued that the break-up of Parly unity
amounted to Yugoslavia's own disintegration. In the
short trerm, moneoves he has been successful. He
managed to get the ftderal Assembly to insert the
term "terrorism" in its resolution on I(osovo. This
will oblige the executive to use "anti-tercrist"
methods of policing - which, as we have seen, are
very draconian.

But in the long run?
As far as Kosovo is concerned, the repression

has not solved a single problem. NIor $rill it be able
to do $o. This is why we will see demonstrations
continue and take this periodic form. According to
our information, thousands of people are leaving
the Party every day, indeed it is realistic to expect
that within ten days it will become an almost purely
Serb and Montenegrin body. Albanians are instead
joining alte rnative oqganisations.

We in Kosovo, and in Yugoslavia as a whole,
need a rcspitc frcm thc " Kosovo problcm". trt sccrns
that we will not get it. The Serbian parly has
recently come
expulsions of

out in favour of luqg. -scale
the

the prcvincial authorities are a direct party b the
conflict. The response of the Rderal govemment
and presidency was b endorse such a dialogue, but
only afbr the demonstrations harre ended. The
demonstrations, howerze4 will not stop unless the
dialogue begins. The real relationship of forces at
the Rderal level was shown by the fact that the
Rderal Assembly adopted the resolution in which
the demonstrators were called 'terrorists', which
puts the whole situation into a completely new
context.

Hout do you uplain the adoption of adt a rwlution,
uilwt the ,Assenfuly is mode up of dclegata fmm all owr
the country, many of whom do not apptwe of the
rcpression in16*oo?

My guess is that the Assembly simply expressed
the balanca of forces within the hrty. The lbderal
leadership is split down the middle and this
makes all forward action difficult. From Markovic's
point of view, Serbia is a strong political factor
which can endanger his political reform. He
therefore chose to appease it on the issue of Kosovo.
But this is very short-term thinking, since
instability ir any part of the country brings the
reform into danger.

Whnt was the effert of your Drchmtion in lbsw
itutfl

One of our wishes u/as to canalise the prctest
alound fine rational demands, which is why we
offered the Declaration for the public to srgn. We
have had more than {)0,000 signatures so far! The
\rery act of signing with fu]I name and address,
concretises the individual political demand and
provides a solid basis for collectine negotiation.
With the sqgning of the Declaration, the proEsts
went beyond the purely national dimension and
acquired a universal human and democratic form.
The people undcrstood this. They undenstood that
local action was insufficient and initiative had to be
concentrabd in the hands of the oppositiory to
enable it to become a real political force. The people
placed their trust in the opposition, which in tum
did something that had never been done before: to
make each death a public fact. This allowed
everybody, even those who had not atEnded the
demonstrations or signed the Declaration, to
participate in actions that we subsequently
oqganised - such as the two 'days of mourning',
with the sounding of factory whistles and car homs
at a specific hour one day to commemorate the
dea4 ek. In fact, rare did not call them 'days of
mourning' but 'days of sorrov{ since public
mourning is normally an act of staE, but we have a
state that is killing its people and that is ready to
arrest all who wish to express public grief in its
place.

Who forms the Kown opryition?
The day before the demonstrations begary the

Kosovo branch of the Association for a Yugoslav
Democratic Initiative (tllDD, the Association of
Philosophers and Sociologists of I(osovo, and the
local Committee for lIuman Rightr, appealed to the
public not to go onto the str€ets. It was clear b us
that such an act would only fted the repressive
regime and would in any case endanger human
lives. Afbr the bloodshed began, we offered the
Declaration for people to sign. The Democratic
Alliance of I(osovo came out at this point in support
of our action. We have now formed a Coordinating
CommitEe of the signatories of the Declaration,
which is headed by thrce people: myself for UIDI,
Adriz Ajeti for the Committee of lluman Rights and

settlernent
Albanian population
of the area with Serb

and
and

trrolr r ..lr{l.rr r rlrr rr{*

Adriz Aieti

Montenegrin colonists. This is the policy
the state of Israel practises in the
occupied territories" By proposing to
settle 100,000 people in the already
overpopulated pnovince of l(osovq
Milosevic is in fact calling for a full-scale
civil war. The racist ideology according to
which Kosovo can be saved for
Yugoslavia only by altering its ethnic
composition will act as a pennanent
barrier to democratisation of the
country as a whole" Only two outcomes
are possible: either this rcactionary
policy will fall, due to internal and
external pressure i.e. from within
Serbia and/or firrm other parts of

wifl lead to a
the country. A

What has been the reaction in other tryublics and

fum the Fedeml party and state authoities?
Slovenian and Croatian leaders have made it

clear that Serbia's rcprcssive policy leads nowherc
and should be replaced by a dialogue with the
opposition. We in the opposition wer€ the first to
suggest with our declaration " hr Democraqy
Against Violence" - that the opening of a dialogue
is a prccondition for ending the vicious circle of
violence in Kosovo. The dialogue should take place
at all levels, but must include the Federal one, since
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Usuf Berisha for the Philosophers' and
Sociologists" Association. We hold prcss
conftrences and initiate other actions - such as the
appeal for the re-start of the school term to be
postponed because of inadequate public security. In
addition b the bur organisations I have rnentione4
others have now ioined: the Initiative CommitEe
for a Social-Democratic hrt5z, one of whose
founders is Shkelzen Maliqi; and the Initiative
Commitbe for a Youth Parliament, whose president
is Blerim Shal+ a joumalist on the local youth
paper Zei e Rinis (it is sigfficant that the Initiative
C-ommitee for a Youth Parliament was founded in
Vranievag the shanty suburb of Prishtina.) We
expect these days also the formation of a Liberal
ftrty and a Green Farty.

What do the Detnocmtic Alliance and libeml krty
stand fur?

The former has about 200,0m membens. It calls
for parliamentary democracy, free market and -
something specific b them - a "constitutional
emancipation of the Albanian people". The
Democratic Alliance, in other words, aspires to be a
kind of national movement. It is not so much a
party as a product of the popular r€sponse to so
many years of repression. In my opinion, howeve4
political pluralism cannot be subsumed within a
national mo\r'ement, but must be the articulation
and crystallisation of all the diffurent and
antagonistic social interests present within I(osovo
society. The Liberal Party is being formed by
Albanian graduates of the University of. Z,agrcb,
who are on the same wavelength as the C-roatian
Social-Liberals.

A further important component of the pluralistic
scene will be independent trade unions, which arc
in the pnrcess of formation. In contrast b Slovenia,
where the new unions are being formed from above
by simple transformation of the official hade
unions, in I(osovo they will be formed fmm below,
at the level of individual enterprises, schools, etc.
and will later join up. Aheady, journalists, doctors,
historians and others are forming their own
professional oqganisations.

These are all city-based organi*tions. What about
thepuwfiry?

Therc is a problem here, in that the Kosovo
village is backward and unproductive. Because it
exists at a subsis@nce level, it has no distinct
awtrrness of its own specific interest and is not the
bearer of a new agtarian development. The strong
hends of emigration into the cities and abroad also
militate against this. The peasant himself does not
know what to do with his land and there at€ no
models elsewhere in Yugoslavia that he can follow.
The Feasant Party in Slovenia, for example, is a
political party which will fight for agricultural
interests, for example over the price of fertilisers or
milk. The Kosovo peasant, who does not produce
for the markeL cannot follow the Slovene
example.

Koswo is specific in thqt, unlilce the situation in the
rcst of Yugoslaoia wherc oilhges are faced with a lafuur
shortage, the lnnd is ooerpopulnted,

Indeed, Kosovo as a whole is overpopulated.
The density of population is in fact the greatest in
the country. Yet right now we are expecting new
settlers!

Whercwill they go?

Before the wa{, Kosovo was settled by several
waves of Serb and Montenegrin colonists, who were
given land taken away from Albanian peasants. This

massive social upheaval, it would ; :

merely btirg new problems. For
example, a Gttlemenf of some 20mO I

people is planned in Glogovac, where / |

tfrere is aiready a population of that :!
size without tt e 'conditions for a l;
decent life. It is a kind of madness, rt

characteristic of this regime! A
popular slogan in Serbia and
Montenegrc right now is: "|ust give us
the orde$ Slobodan [MilosevicJ, and

I
l'l

I

well march to Tirana!'
The settlement proposal is in fact

effect.
launching the most
serye as points of

Albanians

intended for its psychological
Milosevic's politics is based on
impossible idea+ which then

Blerim Shala

conflict. The first intention is to provoke
into further action. And the Croats and Slovenes, if
they r€act, will be accused of wishing to see a
purely Albanian Kosovo. This is a politics of
conflict*making. The aim is to gain time.

There is an emerging oyposition today also in Sqbia
too, isn't thereT &n one realistically upect ffime psitiae
gesture fum it in rcgard to Kosouo?

The very emergence of opposition to Milosevic
is a positi{re devdlopment. 'But one should not
expect any early differentiation on the Kosovo issue.
Serb national hysteria has been nurtured for so
many years that it will take time before it calms
down. I do not think that the Serbian opposition is
strcng enough to choose Kosovo as poiht of
confrontation with Milosevic. In any case, some of
the new parties, such as Vuk Draskovic's krty of
Serb National lfunewal or the Radical Party, ar€ even
mone hysterical on the issue of I(osovo than the
Serbian League of Communists under Milosevic.

The Democratic Par$, which has rccently been

formed in Belgmde, has on the other hand come out in
faoour of dialogue and a politiul solution to the lbwuo
problem.

This is very true and is to be welcomed. Our
problem is that constitutional changes are coming
which will decide the status of Kosovo within the
Federation very quickly: the elections for the kderal
Assembly * due to take place in May. The Serbian
opposition is demanding that these elections be
postponed and that, in the meantimg new elections
should take place in Serbia. But the opposition is
not sufficiently strong right now to enforce this
demand. This means that Serbia (includirg l(osovo)
will be represented in the new kderal Assembly by
individuals who are not only unknown and rather
primitive, but also highly unrepresentative. These
people \ryill undermine every constructive step by
the Assembly. All this at a time when power is
moving towarrds the Fbderal Assembly and
goverrunent.

The importance of the democratic opposition
goes beyond its modest size, however. In the context
of a pluralisation of the media, one could see a very
quick transformation of the balance of forces in
Serbia. Icading Serb intellectuals who in the past
provided Milosevic with his nationalist vision, but
who now - having realised that he intends to cling
to powec come what may - have left his camp and
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are forming their o\Mn political
olganisationg could play a crucial role.
This, and the steadily mounting social
pressure coming in particular fiom the
factories, could b.rng a quick
turnabout in the balance of forces
within Serbia.

In Serbia, as in laqge parts of
Yugoslavia, frustration with the
existing sysEm is producing not only
an anti-conununist but also an anti-
socialist mood. In Serbia, howeve{, we
have in addition an extreme
nationalism centned on the issue of
Kosovo. It is, moreoveg spilling today
beyond the ethnic inb the religious
sphere: Yugoslav Moslems (the
main national gruup in Bosnia-
Herzegovina) will be the next to suffer
the accusation of being an "alien"

non-Christian, non-Eurapean element in
Yugoslavia. The reactionary stance of the Serbian
party is tending to produce a right rather than a left
opposition. Mlosevic himself, moreove{, is still
moving to the right. The key ideas found in'Peace
in Kosovol a document recently adopted by the
Central Commitbe of the Serbian League of
Communists (this narne has become a purc joke!),
have been taken directly from the prcgrafiune of the
extreme chauvinist Farlrf of Serb National Renewal.
And one still has to as(: is this right-wing enough
for contemporary Serbia? My impression is that the
Serbian fiarty leadership simply does not
comprehend that the world has changed. Milosevic
and his henchmen place their hopes in the trilogy of
nationalism, the police and the army, all under the
control of the nomenklatura. Confronted with the
tangible popularity of the communist parties in
Slovenia and Crcatia ffid, to an extent, also in
Macedonia and Bosnia, the Serbian hrty can only
play the l(osovo card. This it does, gaining each
time a few months of respite.

What effect on this coratellation could a
democrutizin!' ehania have?

It is unrealistic to expect a rapid democratic
change in Albania. The lack of a democratic
tradition is combined here with the fact that the

nationalisffi, rooted in
the sense of bcirg
endangered by
neighborrrs. Today, you
see, I(osovo can be
offered as an e>omple of
what could happen to
Albanians, if the
Albanian leadership
were to compnrmise. Of
course, a certain de-
Stalinisation is taking
place, in favour of a
more realistic form of
"real socialismi whose
life could be maintained
a little longe4, given that
a certain amount of
capihl will come i^ by way of belated Gerrnan war
reparations, in the form of credits; as the result of a

settlement with Great Britain on the vexed issue of
the Albanian gold; and thanks b the great inErest
shown W Italy in Albanian raw maErials and
markets. France too has become more active in
wooing Albania. But it is Germany which has most
to offer. All this will prolong the life of the existing
system, until such time as the nelv inputs
pnrduce also new forres of qualitative change.
There is no doubt that if Albanians in Yugoslavia
could freely elect their representatives, this would
have a tnemendous impact on Albania.

Firwlly, if f,et elrctions tt)tre held in lfuwtn tofuy,
who unuld win?

Those individuals who have actively resisted
repression. And in this reBard, we are all diffurent.
There are democrats, but also old village chiefs. The
provincial assembly is very la{ge and it is possible
that we will see elected to it quite a fuw village
characbrs who have made their narne by bei.g
more Albanian than the next man. These people
would not concern themselves too much with the
content of new laws, but would shout about
Albanianism just like those who today swear by
Serbianism. This is a real danger. A six month
armistice on the issue of Kosovo would make their
neutralisation easier. The left democrats, who have
been formed in contact with others in Yugoslavia,
need the time to define their political profile within
the Albanian national discoulre. I myself, for
example, have considerable differences with certain
people frrrm the Democratic Alliance; but I €un
unable to formulate them openly, for fear that this
would be misused by the current regime, We ?tre,
therefore, engaged in a desperate race not only
against MiloseviCs policy of constantly raising the
stakes, but also against sheer time in otrr efforts to
create an oqganisational basis for the genuine
pluralisation of Albanian political li[e. We do not
wish to see a pafiy-based monism replaced by one
based on nationalism.

We operate today under the tremendous
pressure of a national uprising that draws its
inspiration also frcm the fact that Ceausescu's
regime was overthrown precisely by a popular
uprising. After nine years of repression and a year
of martial law, after so many have died, the people
are no longer afraid. Howeve{, despite the obvious
parallels between Kosovo and Romania, we know
ihat the situation in Yugoslavia is differenq that
direct confirrntation will not work; that [fusovo's
problems go beyond the immediate problem of

national
can be

oppression
tackled only

and
on

the basis of a
transformation that
would allow free
expression of all the
different national, social
and grcup interests
throughout Yugoslavia.
We intend to make our

, olvn contribution to this
Process.

Shketzen illaliqi
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REVIEWS
W. Brug and K. Laski
Ftom Maru to the Marlcst,
Socialism in Sesrch of an
F*otwmic Systan
Oxford University Press
1989

PflN

THIS BOOK makes
interesting and challenging
reading for socialists
struggling to come to terms
with recent changes in
Eastern Europe and their
implications for the project
of constructing a socialist
economy free from the
inefficiencies and
ocploitation of Stalinist
centralised planning.

Wodzimierz Brus was an
advocate of economic
reform as a hrgh-rp offhial
in the fblish planning
system prior to 1968, and
since emigrating to Britain
in the early 1970s has
always continued to define
himself as working within a

broadly - defined Marxist
tradition. His book Sffiolist
Ownersltip and Political
Systems, which won the
Isaac Deutscher Memorial
Prize in 1Y75, argued
strongly for political
democracy and for a
conception of social, as
opposed to merely state,
ownership as preconditions
for economic efficienry in a

socialist economy. Now,
writing with a long-time
coU aborator, lfuzimietz
laski (at present Professor
of Economics in Linz,
Austria), he gives a

balance-sheet of the two
decades of economic
reform in Eastern Europe
which he helped to inspire
and instigate; and, more
importantly, offers
suggestions for future
changes. This is of interest
not only as two people's
views but as a barometer of
the thinking prevalent
amongst many reform-
minded intellectuals now
catapulted into power in
Poland, Czechoslovakia
and the GDR - even in the

Soviet Union itself.
Unfortunately, the book
suffers from several
weaknesses which in some
respects make it, I believe, a
step backwards from Brus'
earlier work.

Brus and Laski give a

succinct and detailed
overview of the problems of
the traditional model of
central planning and of the
progress of alternative
approaches in Hungary
and Yugoslavia. Howenet
while this part of the book
is well-written and well-
constructed, it adds little
new to eristing material on
these subjects.
Consequently, I shall
concentrate on the most
significant part of the book,
the lessons drawn from this
er<perience and the
proposals for the future.
Brus and laski present
themselves (p. 150) as
merely describing
tendencies at work in
centrally planned
economies rather than
offering "a normative
model of an economic
system which ought to
emerge from the process of
reforming'real socialisrrt' ".

However, this is
disingenuoug; the whole
thrust and iugument of the
book makes it clear that
they are actually offering a
blueprint for reform and
confronting the old
question of "What is to be
done?"

Essentially their answer
to this question is that
central planning needs to
be replaced by a system
they call "market socialism"
(MS) which includes not
just a market for producer
and consumer goods -
such as has been
introduced in large
measure in Hungary and
Yugoslavia - but also a

capital market with
associated dealit g i. shares
and bonds and
decentralisation of most
investment decisions. This

marks a considerable
departure ftom Brus' earlier
conception of "a planned
economy with a regulated
market mechanism" in
which the freeing of the
goods market is meant to
strengthen the planning
process by allowing
planners to concentrate
more effectively on long-
ru n investment activities
while being unburdened of
responsibility for day to day
enteqprise targets and
monitoring. That model of
a socialist economy saw the
market as a politically
neutral instrument to be
used for the benefit of
socialist construction. MS,
on the other hand, appears
to imply the replacement of
planningf the markefi
state economic polrcy is
restricted to long and
short -run management of
demand to ensure full
employment and the
control of a small non-
enteqprise sector which
undertakes desirable
investments which would
be neglected by the market

- for e<ample,
enviro nmental projects.
Further, MS clearly has
implications for the
question of enteqprise
ownership. Brus and L^aski

do not envisage large-scale
privatisation of state
enterpriseg largely for
pragmatic reasons: "The
process unfolds from a
position in which state
enteqprise dominates, and
this fact of life cannot be
changed overnight" (p.
149). Flowever, they do
argue that MS requires all
forms of ownership to be
placed on an equal footing
and also present possible
reasons for the enentual
incompatibility of MS and
large-scale state or public
ownership.

lYhat is one to make of
this conception of a socialist
economy? Here I think
three questions need to be
addressed. Firstly, why do

Brus and laski argue for
the introduction of a capital
market, and are their
.uguments good ones?
Secondly, is the account
glen of the probable
functioning of the economy
under MS convincing?
Thirdly, what are the
implications of MS for
ownership? I shall consider
each of these in turn.

In Chapter 7 of their
book, Brus and t^aski
present four reasorrs for
regarding the introductbn
of a capital market as a
necessary adjunct to the
introduction of a product
market. One reason is that
without such a market the
planners have to operate an
incomes poUcy in order to
balance savings and
investment and ensure full
employment. A capital
rnarket would allow
enteqprises and households
to bring the two into
balance through market
forces. This seems to me a
bad argument, since the
planners could generate
savings in order to fund
investment by offering
workers higher interest
ratesl it is not dear why an
incomes policy is needed or
why wages have to be held
back in this case. Argument
two simply says that
without a capital market
the central planners will
interfere too much in the
economy, using their
control over investment to
spread into other areas. In
order to accept this one has
to start from the premise
that state involvement in
enteqprise decision-
making is by definition
inefficient and undesirable.
It is not dear that with
polit ical democratisation
this need necessarily be so,
nor that a democratic polrry
could not impose political
constraints on state
involvement if so desired.
Argument four draws on
Kornai's work in Hungary
on "soft budget
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-constraints'. The reasoning
is that if the state controls
investment spending
enterprises will face a soft
budget constraint where
funds are available from the
centre as a result d political
bargaining and fums are
not subiect to the
'discipline of the market'
or to potential bankruptry
This seems to me to be
vulnerable to two
objections, one specific and
one general. Specifically,
Brus and laski seem to
have missed the central
insight of l6rnai's work,
whkh is that economt
efficiency in a socialist
economy depends not on
the precise mechanism of
planning used but on the
social relationships
between planners and
enterprise managers and
workers. It is a social
relationship, founded on a
particular political
conjuncture which f ives
rise to the soft budget
constraint. No tinkering
with the economic
mechanism can alter this.
This is graphically shown

f the recent bale-out of
US savingp and loan
institutions which took
place despite the most
well -doreloped of capital
markets - in fact, because
of the failure of such a
market. More generally,
Brus and [aski assume that
efficiency is only to be
attained through market
discipline. If one beliwes
that then clearly orpanding
the scope of the market
becomes desirable, almost
as a logical consequence.
Yet Brud earlier wort put
forward the alternative that
demooatic control of
decision makhg can
ob,viate the need for the
market as an instrument of
discipline. It seems to me
that part of what being a

socialist involves is having
faith in such an alternative
rather than the ctercive
discipline of the market. It
is sad to see Brus and [aski
moving away &omthis
viewpoint without wen
disorssing it as an
alternative.

These three reasons for
introducing a capital
market into a sochlist
economy appear to be
flawed. Brus and taski's
third argument, howeve!,
has more validity. Broadly
speaking this states that,

because of the limitations
on enterprised fteedom to
take decisions which result
from central planning of
investment, such planning
reduces the beneficial
effects of competition in the
goods market. This is, I
think, an inescapable
conclusion. If investment
plans are laid down at the
centre it does reduce the
floribility of enterprises and
limit thescope of
decentralbed decision
making. This is a real
challenge to Brus'old
model of central planning
with a regulated marka.
Ironically, Marx himself
stressed, and later
Marxists, particularly Isaac
Rubin and hb followers
have emphasised, the role
of the market under
capitalism not just as a
mechanism for distributing
final products, but
primarily as a means of
regulating the flow of
capital between sectors of
the economy. To divorce
these two aspects of the
market totally, as Brus did
in his earlier work, is at
varhnce with large parts of
the Man<ist tradition. There
are two ways of dealing
with this problem. Firstly,
one can argue that the
cbmpetitive market is not
the best way of d*ermining
investment decisions
anyway. Here one is backed
up by a mass of theoretical
materhl from orthodox
economics on 'market
failures' with regard to
It&D and innovation, and
by the empirical oample of
economies such as Japan,
where state directbn of
investment flows has been
relatively successful.
Secondly, one can itrgue
that central planning of
investment does not
unduly limit the short-
term competitive activities
of firms. This is the case,
for eample, if investment
projects are flo<ible enough
to be used for a variety of
purposes, so that they do
not circumscribe the
decisbns of firms about
day to day production too
much. Infrastructural and
large-scale investments
will surely be of this nahrre.
It rnay well be that some
small -scale investment
decisions are better
decentralbed to enterprises
and financed I them, but
this does not require the

wholesale inhoductbn of a

capital matket which Brus
and laski recommend.

What of the acrount
whlh Brus and laski give
of the (unctbning of the
economy under MS? This is
crontained in Chapter 9 of
their book. It is very
disappointing. Their
analysis of the short-run
behavbur of the e€onomy
is te(book IGyneshnism
with fiscal polly used to
ensure full employment.
The long-run analysis is
taken straight from Kalecki
with a capital chalge used
to p,rovide funds for the
state to maintain a full-
employment growth path.
The focus is almost entirely
on the demand side of the
economy with virtually no
discussion of the supply
side or of the structure of
production. The recent
outpowing of orthodox
economic literafure on the
ptoblems of govemment
regulation of industry or on
game theoretic models of
firms'and workers'
responses to Sovernment
poliry is just ignored. So is
the Marxbt and
institutionalist actount of
markets as institutions
whi:h absorb resources,
ocpress group or class
interests and have different
results depending on how
they are regulated and
conholled. There is no
discussion of uncertainty or
information and the whole
process is abstracted from
the international cpnto<t of
the economies being
discussed, particularly with
reprd to the vital question
of foreign investment.

Brus and laski's
discussion of ownership in
Chapter 10 hinges on an
old argument stretching
back at least to Hayek's
work in the 1930s. It is that
state ownership cannot
encourage innovatbn
because it does not allow
for the combinatbn of risks
and responsibilities which
alone can lead to
entrepreneurial behaviour
This seems overly
pessimistt. Specifically, as
Ernest Mandel has
emphasised on many
oeasions, many
innovatbns are rnadeI
workers in the researdr
departments of firms who
have no connection
whatsower with the
ownership of those

companies. More generally,
Brus and laski do not
discuss the possibility that
democratic decisbn-
making and self-
management within
enterprises might be an
adequate substitute for
entrepreneurial attitudes in
bringing about seative
developments and nernr

ideas,
On balance, the, the case

for MS as a blueprint for
economic reform reruins
unproved. That is not to
deny that economic
changes are necessary in
Eastern Europe, nor that
there is a vacuum on the
left in discussing what
those changes might be. I
hope that this book will
start a much-needed
debate on this question,
which is of the utmost
importance for socialists
East and West. However,
having said that, two final,
rnore general observations
about the book are in order.
First, theviewpoint
presented is one which
appears to vieru economic
issues in sanerely
mechanistic terms. The
apprroach is to c0ncentrate
orclusively on the
identification of a coherent
economic system and to
gloss over the analysis of
what social groups that
system may or may not
serve. Second, thebook is
deeply pessimisth about
any solutions based on
collective values; or in fact
on anything other than
individual self - interest.
The separation of
economics from politics
and the abiuring of any
appeal to the traditions of
solidarity, altruism or
demooatic ctmmitment
makethisastepback, in
my vio,rr, from the best of
Brus earlier work. It is
ironic that this should be
so, at a time when politics
and economics are linked
as never before in Eastern
Europe and when the
people of that regbn are
demonstrating sudr herot
collective discipline and
initiative. The absence of a
perspective in this book
whth can relate to these
factors makes it, despite its
many individual insights,
an unreliable basis for the
reconstruction of the
socialist economic poject.

AnilruoKlmister
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